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Opening Words
Football is back!
Six months since Matt Godden’s satirical
elbow-touch celebration against Ipswich
Town, Coventry City finally return to league
action. It’s fair to say that a lot has changed
since then.
From coping with life amid a pandemic, the
various arguments surrounding the
curtailment of the season, promotion being
quietly confirmed, new signings arriving, the
announcement of plans for a new stadium,
the confirmation of our stay in Birmingham,
and pre-season friendlies. The set of
circumstances that has preluded this season
is certainly unique.
With the Sky Blues having missed out on the
‘new normal’ of football behind closed doors
over the summer, our enthusiasm for the
return of league action at the club is likely to
be greater than at other Championship clubs.
The convenience of being able to watch our
games from the comfort of your living room
is going to be novel at first, that is likely to
wane the longer football remains a spectatorless sport.
That connection between club and fans is
further threatened by the extension of our
stay in Birmingham. The events over the
summer have simultaneously rendered a
short-term return to Coventry seemingly
impossible, while a longer-term one now
seems a viable prospect. If this new stadium
at the University of Warwick is built, owning
our own ground could transform the future
of this club – helping us establish ourselves as
at least a Championship club over the longterm – the worry is the cost of a potential
further five years, or more, in exile.

While recent success has been achieved amid
our off-field problems, it has largely been
down to the influence of one man – Mark
Robins – who may or may not last during this
interim period the club is in before a new
stadium and may or may not be able to
sustain this current momentum.
Despite everything, it’s hard not to feel
excited at the prospect of a new season
following promotion. While there were things
to enjoy about League One & Two football,
this is a level where there are big clubs to
play just about every week. Even without the
prospect of travelling to these grounds or
experiencing a larger volume of away
support, the prospect of brushing shoulders
with big clubs and being within touching
distance of the elite is positively enthralling.
Having recruited from a position of strength
over the summer, the squad looks in as good
a shape as we could have hoped for as we
prepare to face the challenge of the
Championship. The history of recently
promoted League One sides shows how
difficult the step up can be, but it’s a
challenge that any ambitious club should
relish.
Hopefully this season preview will provide a
deeper insight into what kind of challenge we
face and how the Sky Blues shape up.
Just a note that all stats in this season
preview are accurate as possible as of 9am on
7th September 2020. If you spot any errors,
feel free to get in touch via social media or
through the website.
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Barnsley
Last Season: 21st in the Championship

Manager – Gerhard Struber

Squad
Player

Pos

Bradley Collins

GK

Jack Walton

GK

Jordan Williams

RB

Kilian Ludewig

RB

Ben Williams

LB

Clarke Oduor

LB

Aapo Halme

CB

Bambo Diaby

CB

Mads Andersen

CB

Michael Sollbauer

CB

The innovative Austrian coach led
Barnsley to an unlikely survival
last season. Plays a high intensity
brand of football that can suffocate
the life out of opponents.
Key Player – Alex Mowatt
The former Leeds United prospect
has really matured at Barnsley as
the team’s leader in the centre of
the park. A well-rounded
midfielder who can win the ball
back and distribute, his set-piece
delivery is another useful source of
creativity for the team.

Alex Mowatt

CM

Callum Styles

CM

Marcel Ritzmaier

CM

Overview
Having survived with the last kick
the season, Barnsley will be hoping
to kick on this time out. While the
club faces a financial disparity
against much of the division, their
source of optimism stems from
having retained their influential
manager Gerhard Struber, who
had been key to their survival last
year.

Matty Wolfe

CM

Romal Palmer

CM

Mike Bahre

AM

Dominik Frieser

W

Elliot Simoes

W

Jacob Brown

W

Luke Thomas

W

Cauley Woodrow

ST

Conor Chaplin

ST

George Miller

ST

Patrick Schmidt

ST

Victor Adeboyejo

ST

Struber built on the high-pressing
philosophy that had been
implemented by his predecessor,
Daniel Stendel, managing to
increase the intensity while adding
a level of tactical acumen to stiffen
things up at the back. Struber’s
arrival at Barnsley has importantly
heralded a shift in transfer policy
from only signing players under

the age of 25 towards adding the
requisite experience to the squad
to help mould those youngsters.
January centre-back signing,
Michael Sollbauer, has been
particularly influential in this
regard.
With just the one new signing thus
far – winger Dominik Frieser from
Austrian side, LASK – Struber will
again be asked to make the most
out of the squad he inherited last
year. There are high hopes for the
energetic Callum Styles to have a
big season in central midfield,
young goalkeeper Jack Walton is
another name to look out for.
However, a lot rests on the ability
of forwards Cauley Woodrow,
Conor Chaplin and Jacob Brown to
become consistent goalscorers
after promising, but streaky,
campaigns in front of goal last
time out.
Barnsley are going to be a team
this year that no-one is going to
look forward to playing. The
intensity of their pressing will
make it difficult for their
opponents to get into any kind of
rhythm. They could be an outside
shout for the play-offs, but they
look short on that killer touch in
the penalty area to truly upset the
apple-cart this season.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

25

23.1

653

57
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Birmingham City
Last Season: 20th in the Championship

Manager – Aitor Karanka

Squad
Player

Pos

Andres Prieto

GK

Zach Jeacock

GK

Agus Medina

RB

Josh DacresCogley

RB

Maxime Colin

RB

George Friend

LB

Kristian Pedersen

LB

Steve Seddon

LB

Geraldo Bajrami

CB

Harlee Dean

CB

Marc Roberts

CB

Adam Clayton

CM

Charlie Lakin

CM

David Davis

CM

Gary Gardner

CM

Ivan Sunjic

CM

Josh McEachran

CM

Maikel
Kieftenbeld
Caolan BoydMunce

CM
AM

Dan Crowley

AM

Jon Toral

AM

Odin Bailey

AM

Ivan Guzman

W

Ivan Sanchez

W

Jeremie Bela

W

Jonathan Leko

W

Lukas Jutkiewicz

ST

A defensive-focused coach who has
recent experience of leading a club
into the Premier League
Birmingham City are hoping that
Karanka can instil the structure
and focus that has been lacking in
recent years.
Key Player – Lukas Jutkiewicz
A key figurehead in this
Birmingham City side, Jutkiewicz’s
presence up front for the Blues can
help drag the team through poorer
performances and scrape
something out of games.
Overview
The sacking of Garry Monk at
Birmingham City ahead of last
season was an attempt to move the
team towards a more progressive,
attractive style of football. Last
year saw the team in transition –
partially a result of Financial Fair
Play restrictions – which makes
the appointment of Aitor Karanka
this summer the truer start of this
new era at St Andrew’s.
If the club’s owners are expecting
Karanka to play a brand of passing
football associated with the land of
his birth, they may be in for a
surprise. A former assistant of Jose
Mourinho, Karanka looks to build
his teams from a solid defensive
platform, keeping things tight
before nicking something at the

other end via a moment of
individual quality, set-piece or
counter-attack.
Karanka’s additions to the squad
further emphasise his focus on
building from a defensive base.
Former Middlesbrough stalwarts
George Friend and Adam Clayton
have been brought in as the team’s
leaders, although I’m not sure they
add anything different to what
pre-existing, and younger, players
such as Kristian Pedersen and Gary
Gardner already provided.
The more exciting additions of
wingers Ivan Sanchez and
Jonathan Leko at least add some
much-needed quality on the
counter-attack to supplement the
talented French winger Jeremie
Bela. However, the Blues look to be
still be in need of a goalkeeper and
a couple of strikers with a week
left before the start of the
campaign.
My worry for Birmingham City
this season is that Karanka’s style
of football isn’t quite what the
owners are looking for. That could
cause some tension further down
the line and lead to another
disruptive campaign for the club,
with the possibility they could get
dragged into the relegation battle.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

27

26.2

624

43
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Blackburn Rovers
Last Season: 11th in the Championship

Manager – Tony Mowbray

Squad
Player

Pos

Andy Fisher

GK

Thomas
Kaminski

GK

Ryan Nyambe

RB

Amari'i Bell

LB

Charlie Mulgrew

CB

Has been given the freedom – and
money – to build exactly the kind
of team he wants at Ewood Park.
Looking towards a combination of
youngsters and veterans,
Mowbray’s Blackburn Rovers can
play some excellent football when
on top form.

Darragh Lenihan

CB

Key Player – Bradley Dack

Derrick Williams

CB

Scott Wharton

CB

Tyler Magloire

CB

Bradley Johnson

CM

Corry Evans

CM

Jacob Davenport

CM

Joe RankinCostello

CM

Returning from a long spell out
injured, Bradley Dack’s driving
runs and goals from an attacking
midfield position had been key to
Blackburn Rovers’ renaissance
under Tony Mowbray. If Dack can
get back to full fitness, he could be
the difference between a top-half
finish and the play-offs.

Joe Rothwell

CM

Overview

John Buckley

CM

Lewis Travis

CM

Bradley Dack

AM

Lewis Holtby

AM

Tyrhys Dolan

AM

Elliott Bennett

W

Harry Chapman

W

Adam Armstrong

ST

Ben Brereton

ST

Sam Gallagher

ST

Tony Mowbray has taken
Blackburn Rovers from relegation
to League One into genuine
contention for the Championship
play-offs. The talk around the club
is no longer to do with the
negative influence of the Venky’s
ownership group and more to do
with the brand of exciting,
attacking football that this side is
capable of at its very best.
Much of the excitement around
Blackburn Rovers this season
surrounds the return of attackingmidfielder, Bradley Dack, to full
fitness. Dack should be

complemented this season by a
stronger supporting cast of
forwards around him – most
notably, with pacey forward, Adam
Armstrong, having finally found
his feet as a Championship
goalscorer.
With hopes that the likes of Ben
Brereton and Sam Gallagher can
find some consistency in front of
goal this year – along with young
attacking-midfielder Tyrhys Dolan
having caught the eye
unexpectedly in pre-season –
Blackburn should have some
serious firepower to call upon.
The concern is at the other end of
the pitch. The departures of key
loanees in goalkeeper Christian
Walton and centre-back Tosin
Adarabioyo are considerable
blows, with only Walton having
been replaced thus far – by Belgian
keeper Thomas Kaminski.
As it stands, the balance of the
team looks heavily tilted towards
midfield and attack, with only
Darragh Lenihan of a strong
standard at the back. It is
something that Tony Mowbray
must rectify before the end of the
transfer window to avoid
Blackburn stalling after three
successive seasons of progress
under his command.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

24

25.4

548

53
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Bournemouth
Last Season: 18th in the Premier League

Manager – Jason Tindall

Squad
Player

Pos

Asmir Begovic

GK

Mark Travers

GK

Adam Smith

RB

Jack Stacey

RB

Diego Rico

LB

Chris Mepham

CB

Jack Simpson

CB

Lloyd Kelly

CB

Steve Cook

CB

Dan Gosling

CM

Harry Arter

CM

Jefferson Lerma

CM

Eddie Howe’s long-time assistant,
Tindall has some experience of
management during a spell at
Weymouth 12 years ago but there
is little indication as of yet of what
he can provide as a manager at
Championship level.
Key Player – Dominic Solanke

Lewis Cook

CM

Nnamdi Ofoborh

CM

Prolific at youth-level while at
Chelsea, Dominic Solanke’s career
has stalled in recent years and his
confidence has dipped. Having
come to life at the end of the
Premier League season, the pacey
and skilful striker could fill his
boots in the Championship.

Philip Billing

CM

Overview

David Brooks

AM

Kyle Taylor

AM

Arnaut Danjuma

W

Junior Stanislas

W

Mikael Ndjoli

W

Callum Wilson

ST

Dominic Solanke

ST

Josh King

ST

Sam Surridge

ST

It’s hard to know what to make of
Bournemouth after their abrupt
relegation from the top-flight after
years of mid-table stability. It is a
team that looks to have been
caught in transition between the
side that won promotion to the
Premier League and the younger,
more dynamic unit that Eddie
Howe was looking to evolve
towards.
While the likes of Steve Cook, Dan
Gosling, Harry Arter remain
around the club, it is a cavalcade of
talent at the club made up largely
of players who have already
proven themselves as class acts at
Championship level that is the

main source of optimism for
Bournemouth this year. While
David Brooks, Callum Wilson and
Josh King could be set to leave
before the end of the transfer
window, there is plenty of
excitement in this squad coming
from Jack Stacey, Lloyd Kelly,
Lewis Cook, Philip Billing, and
Dominic Solanke.
A lack of incoming transfer activity
hints at some of the concerns
surrounding Bournemouth’s longterm financial position but the lack
of signings could also be because
the club simply doesn’t need to
recruit many players to be a strong
Championship team. The biggest
doubt is over whether Jason
Tindall is a good enough manager
to assemble the constituent pieces
of this Bournemouth squad into a
winning unit.
While some may feel that
Bournemouth required something
closer to a revolution than an
evolution this summer in order to
overcome the sense of
complacency that led to last year’s
relegation, a sense of continuity
from a side that was so recently
very competitive in a higher
division may not be a terrible idea.
It all rests on the shoulders of a
rookie manager in Jason Tindall
who may or may not be up to the
task.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

24

25.6

473

36
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Brentford
Last Season: 3rd in the Championship

Manager – Thomas Frank

Squad
Player

Pos

The Dane has added steel to
Brentford’s style in his 18 months
in charge. A confident and
methodical operator, he has turned
Brentford into a consistent
winning unit.

David Raya

GK

Ellery Balcombe

GK

Luke Daniels

GK

Patrik Gunnarsson

GK

Henrik Dalsgaard
Mads Roerslev
Rasmussen
Dominic
Thompson
Rico Henry

RB

Key Player – Said Benrahma

RB

Charlie Goode

CB

Ethan Pinnock
Mads Bech
Sorensen
Pontus Jansson
Christian
Norgaard
Jan Zamburek

CB

The Algerian playmaker may be
the best player currently operating
at Championship level. Tends to
drift inside for extended spells
from his wide berth, Benrahma’s
dribbling and finishing ability can
be the key to unlocking defences.

LB
LB

CB
CB
CM
CM

Josh Dasilva

CM

Mathias Jensen

CM

Shandon Baptiste
Emiliano
Marcondes
Bryan Mbeumo

CM
AM
W

Joel Valencia

W

Said Benrahma

W

Sergi Canos

W

Tariqe Fosu

W

Halil Dervisoglu

ST

Ivan Toney

ST

Marcus Forss

ST

Ollie Watkins

ST

Overview
Brentford are still likely to be
kicking themselves after missing
out on promotion both
automatically and via the play-offs
despite having been arguably the
best team in the Championship
post-lockdown. While the expected
loss of key players hasn’t yet
manifested itself, the task alone of
reinvigorating the team after such
a blow will be a big challenge for
manager Thomas Frank.
At the time of writing, Brentford’s
star players – most notably,
forwards Ollie Watkins and Said
Benrahma – remain at the club.
The addition of League One’s topscorer, Ivan Toney, to the
attacking ranks makes for the
tantalising prospect of a front

three featuring those
aforementioned players but it
seems likely that Toney has been
signed in view of a departure for
Watkins.
With there being increasing hope
that Said Benrahma, the star turn
in this side, can be held onto, it
gives Brentford’s squad a settled
feeling that the other promotion
challengers in this division do not
possess. Ivan Toney coming into
that attacking unit should give the
team a physical presence up front
that they had been lacking despite
Ollie Watkins’ scoring form last
season. If the former Peterborough
striker can get up and running
early, he could easily grab over 25
goals this season.
Following the completion of their
move to a new home at Lionel
Road, everything seems in place
for Brentford to take that next step
up and into the Premier League.
There are reliable performers in
just about every area of the park
and a manager who clearly knows
what he is doing. While Frank’s
structured football can fall into
predictable patterns, the trouble
for opponents is the difference
between knowing what Brentford
will do and being able to stop it.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

27

24.1

754

130
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Bristol City
Last Season: 12th in the Championship

Manager – Dean Holden

Squad
Player
Daniel Bentley
Jojo Wollacott
Max O'Leary
Rene Gilmartin
Jack Hunt
Jay Dasilva

Pos
GK
GK
GK
GK
RB
LB

Tommy Rowe

LB

Alfie Mawson
Nathan Baker
Taylor Moore
Tomas Kalas
Zak Vyner
Adam Nagy
Han-Noah
Massengo
James Morton
Joe Morrell
Joe Williams
Liam Walsh
Tyreeq Bakinson
Kasey Palmer
Sammie
Szmodics
Callum O'Dowda
Hakeeb Adelakun
Jamie Paterson
Niclas Eliasson
Andreas
Weimann
Antoine
Semenyo
Chris Martin
Famara Diedhiou
Nahki Wells

CB
CB
CB
CB
CB
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
AM
AM
W
W
W
W
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

The caretaker manager who has
been appointed as the full-time
boss; Holden implemented some
interesting ideas towards the end
of last season but is short on the
experience that many Bristol City
fans were hoping Lee Johnson’s
replacement would have.
Key Player – Joe Williams
With Bristol City blessed with a
hoard of creative midfielders,
Williams’ work-rate and
forcefulness in the challenge
makes him essential to the balance
of any set of midfielders that Dean
Holden chooses from. A former
team-mate of current player, Liam
Walsh, with the Everton youthteams, a combination of the two
appears particularly tantalising.
Overview
Having sacked Lee Johnson after
one too many collapses in form
under his management, the
expectation among Bristol City
fans was for an experienced,
proven name to come in and lead
the club into the Premier League.
Instead, caretaker boss, Dean
Holden, was given the permanent
gig.
While Holden showed some
promise during his caretaker spell
– most notably, by playing
forwards Jamie Paterson and Andi

Weimann in deeper midfield roles
to great effect – his appointment
epitomises a sense of stasis that
has settled over the club. This
unease has been exacerbated by
slow incoming transfer activity.
That said, Bristol City are blessed
with strength in depth in most
areas as a result of several players
returning from productive loan
spells last year. In particular,
Bristol City are stacked in central
midfield, where any combination
of Joe Morrell, Liam Walsh, HanNoah Massengo, Joe Williams,
Adam Nagy and Kasey Palmer
should excel at this level of
football. Further creativity comes
from wide-men Jamie Paterson
and Niclas Eliason. In attack,
Nakhi Wells, Famara Diedhou and
Chris Martin are all very reliable
Championship performers.
The defence is the weak-point of
this squad – although new loan
signing Alfie Mawson should
strengthen things – with a talented
but inconsistent goalkeeper in
Daniel Bentley someone who could
cost the team points. Still, a decent
manager would have this Bristol
City side in the play-off
conversation at the very least. It
remains to be seen whether Dean
Holden represents the calibre of
manager who can achieve that.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

30

25.8

776

67
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Cardiff City
Last Season: 5th in the Championship

Manager – Neil Harris

Squad

The former Millwall boss
demonstrated last season that he
can operate successfully away
from the club he is synonymous
with. As a result of his association
with his ex-club, Harris tends to
build his team around physicality
and a competitive, aggressive
spirit.

Player

Pos

Alex Smithies

GK

Joe Day

GK

Neil Etheridge

GK

Jordi Osei-Tutu

RB

Greg
Cunningham

LB

Joe Bennett

LB

Aden Flint

CB

Key Player – Alex Smithies

Curtis Nelson

CB

Sean Morrison

CB

Sol Bamba

CB

Joe Ralls

CM

Leandro Bacuna

CM

Marlon Pack

CM

Will Vaulks

CM

The experienced former
Huddersfield Town keeper
established himself as first-choice
last season after shaking off stiff
competition from Neil Etheridge, A
fantastic shot-stopper whose
efforts are essential to Cardiff’s
imposing defensive approach.

Lee Tomlin

AM

Gavin Whyte

W

Josh Murphy

W

Junior Hoilett

W

Nathaniel
Mendez-Laing

W

Callum Paterson

ST

Isaac Vassell

ST

Kieffer Moore

ST

Robert Glatzel

ST

Overview
Despite parting ways with Neil
Warnock last season, Cardiff City
still look the kind of experienced
and competitive team-unit in the
image of their ex-manager. While
Neil Harris has talked about
evolving the team’s style, last
year’s top six finish was very much
centred on maintaining the same,
Warnockian, values that had
recently taken the club into the
top-flight.

physicality that Callum Paterson
can provide, along with the
goalscoring ability that Robert
Glatzel has. Meanwhile, Arsenal
loanee right wing-back Jordi OseiTutu promises a more attacking
full-back option but could find
himself utilised in the advanced
position he excelled in on loan in
Germany last year.
With Neil Harris often preferring a
bludgeoning style of attacking
play, it’s the variation that their
wingers – Josh Murphy, Junior
Hoilett and Nathaniel MendezLaing – can provide along with the
unpredictable Lee Tomlin that
could be the key for Cardiff this
year. Having ended last season so
well, teams are likely to be wary to
their threat this time out. Their
threat from set-pieces should
ensure they’ll always have a threat
in games if they struggle from
open play.
How Neil Harris navigates the
challenge of having to break down
set defences with an ageing squad
will define Cardiff’s season. The
Bluebirds were a diligent side last
year but may need more than that
to finish in the top six again.

Transfer business thus far has
suggested that the same template
as last year will be utilised. New
striker, Kieffer Moore offers the

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

23

28.6

618

73
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Derby County
Last Season: 10th in the Championship

Manager – Phillip Cocu

Squad

The Dutchman eventually got to
grips with Championship football
last season after a slow start.
Prefers a methodical style of
possession football and has
integrated several exciting
academy prospects into the firstteam.

Player

Pos

David Marshall

GK

Henrich Ravas

GK

Kelle Roos

GK

Andre Wisdom

RB

Jayden Bogle

RB

Craig Forsyth

LB

Max Lowe

LB

Curtis Davies

CB

Lee Buchanan

CB

Matt Clarke

CB

Mike te Wierik

CB

George Evans

CM

Graeme Shinnie

CM

Jason Knight

CM

Krystian Bielik

CM

Max Bird

CM

Overview

Wayne Rooney

CM

Duane Holmes

AM

Louie Sibley

AM

Tom Lawrence

AM

Florian Jozefzoon

W

Morgan
Whittaker

W

Despite finishing outside of the
play-offs for the first time in three
seasons, Derby County are
seemingly in a better place now
than they were heading into last
season. Having moved away from
the loan stars that last got them to
their most recent play-off final,
there is a cavalcade of exciting
homegrown talent that could lead
Derby back into the top-flight.

Jack Marriott

ST

Jahmal HectorIngram

ST

Martyn Waghorn

ST

Key Player – Wayne Rooney
England’s all-time record
goalscorer’s love of the game has
been apparent through his
willingness to carry on his playing
career in the Championship with
Derby County. Has settled into a
deep-lying midfield role, becoming
the beating heart of the side with
more mobile, younger legs around
him.

While Wayne Rooney inevitably
draws the attention, it is Louie
Sibley, Jason Knight and possibly
Morgan Whittaker as well who

could be the genuine difference
makers this season. Nonetheless,
the more experienced operators,
such as Rooney, along with Tom
Lawrence and Martyn Waghorn,
that are equally crucial in guiding
a youthful squad to success at this
level.
The summer transfer business has
been quietly impressive. In
particular, the defence has been
strengthened via securing a return
for key dribbling centre-back Matt
Clarke, along with a partner for
him in Mike te Wierik, and a
reliable keeper in David Marshall.
The return of Krystian Bielik to full
fitness in front of that defence is
another boost. The only missing
piece of the jigsaw is a figurehead
centre-forward to replace the
departed Chris Martin.
The only reason to doubt Derby
County would be the, at times,
stifling structure that Phillip Cocu
has implemented to the team’s
possession game. Their
ponderousness in possession can
make them easy to defend against
if one of their forwards doesn’t
step up with a moment of magic.
With one or two key players
possibly leaving before the end of
the transfer window due to
financial concerns, Derby may just
fall short of the top six.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

25

25.9

609

59
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Huddersfield Town
Last Season: 18th in the Championship

Manager – Carlos Corberan

Squad

RB

The former reserve team manager
at Leeds United, Carlos Corberan
steps into the Huddersfield Town
job needing to justify why he was
chosen to replace the far more
proven Cowley brothers. Has been
brought in to develop young
players and play attractive football.

LB

Key Player – Karlan Grant

Player

Pos

Ben Hamer

GK

Joel Pereira

GK

Ryan Schofield

GK

Demeaco Duhaney
Florent
Hadergjonaj
Harry Toffolo

RB

Jaden Brown
Christopher
Schindler
Rarmani
Edmonds-Green
Richard Stearman

LB

Terence Kongolo

CB

Tommy Elphick

CB

Jonathan Hogg

CM

Has carried on the form he had
shown at Charlton in League One
since joining Huddersfield Town –
then of the Premier League – over
18 months ago. A quick and
technically adept forward who
possibly does his best work in a
wide position rather than
centrally.

Juninho Bacuna

CM

Overview
The decision to sack the Cowley
brothers and appoint an
inexperienced coach in Carlos
Corberan as their replacement
puts the pressure on Huddersfield
Town, and their chairman, Phil
Hodgkinson, to justify that bold
call. While the team scraped
survival after relegation from the
Premier League, results under the
Cowleys were firmly mid-table and
pointed towards a season of
progress to come.

CB
CB
CB

Lewis O'Brien

CM

Alex Pritchard

AM

Matty Daly

AM

Ramadan Sobhi

AM

Adama Diakhaby

W

Isaac Mbenza

W

Danny Ward

ST

Fraizer Campbell

ST

Josh Koroma

ST

Karlan Grant

ST

Steve Mounie

ST

that there isn’t the expectation or
core of players to suggest that
they’ll return to that level any time
soon. Having vastly overperformed to get into the top-flight
in the first-place, there is a realism
around the club that is in short
supply elsewhere in this division.
The appointment of Carlos
Corberan is an admission from the
club that they need to do things
differently from other
Championship sides if they are to
return to the top-flight. At the time
of writing, Corberan’s
appointment has yet to be backed
up with a freshening up of the
squad in the transfer market.
However, there are elements of a
decent side that could be built
around the likes of Lewis O’Brien,
Alex Pritchard and Karlan Grant.
It’s hard not to feel that Corberan’s
appointment belies an undue level
of influence on first-team affairs
from owner Phil Hodgkinson.
Whether rightly or wrongly, the
sudden change in course suggests
an instability at the club at a time
when structure is needed to turn
around a losing mentality that has
been in place for multiple years. It
really wouldn’t be surprising if
things continued to get worse for
Huddersfield Town.

Huddersfield Town are a slightly
strange entity as a recentlyrelegated Premier League side in

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

25

25.8

551

28
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Luton Town
Last Season: 19th in the Championship

Manager – Nathan Jones

Squad
Player

Pos

Harry Isted

GK

James Shea

GK

Simon Sluga

GK

James Bree

RB

Peter Kioso

RB

Brendan
Galloway

LB

The charismatic Welshman has
returned to Luton Town as a
somewhat chastened figure
following an ill-fated spell at Stoke
City. Quickly turned results around
post-lockdown, demonstrating a
tactical flexibility in moving away
from his preferred 4-4-2 diamond
system.

Dan Potts

LB

Key Player – James Collins

Rhys
NorringtonDavies

LB

Martin Cranie

CB

Matty Pearson

CB

Sonny Bradley

CB

Tom Lockyer

CB

Eunan O'Kane

CM

Glen Rea

CM

Pelly-Ruddock
Mpanzu

CM

Ryan Tunnicliffe

CM

Andrew Shinnie

AM

George Moncur

AM

Luke Berry

AM

Harry Cornick

W

Jordan Clark

W

Kazenga LuaLua

W

Danny Hylton

ST

Elliot Lee

ST

James Collins

ST

A centre-forward who had
previously been seen as a League
Two specialist before signing for
Luton Town three years ago,
Collins demonstrated he could
score reliably in the Championship
last year. A hard-working forward
who comes alive in the box, he
benefits from the wealth of
creativity around him in this Luton
side.
Overview
Having been the dominant side in
League One in 2018/19, Luton
Town’s struggles in the
Championship last year served as a
chilling reminder for promoted
clubs to this level of the gulf
between the two divisions.
However, the club’s post-lockdown
form provides a demonstration
that perhaps the gulf between the
two divisions is more psychological
than down to quality alone.

Nathan Jones showed after his
return to the club towards the end
of the campaign that a belief in a
style of play and set of players is
essential for the lower-resourced
teams at this level. That approach
is likely to provide the continuity
that could help Luton Town kick
on this time out.
With summer transfer activity
relatively circumspect thus far,
Jones will be looking towards the
players who helped get the club
into this division to build on their
post-lockdown improvement. The
likes of Sonny Bradley, Glen Rea,
Andrew Shinnie, Harry Cornick
and James Collins will provide the
core of the team this year. If Simon
Sluga can build on his recent form
in goal after a horrendous start to
life at the club, Luton could begin
to aspire beyond another
relegation battle.
It’s always going to be tough for a
club the size of Luton Town to
genuinely thrive at this level of
football. At the very least, the
return of Nathan Jones has
restored a sense of identity to this
team, which should ensure that the
place is united regardless of
results. I have a sneaking suspicion
that Luton may end up quite a bit
further up the table than many are
anticipating.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

25

27.2

682

53
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Middlesbrough
Last Season: 17th in the Championship

Manager – Neil Warnock

Squad
Player

Pos

Aynsley Pears

GK

Dejan Stojanovic

GK

Joe Fryer

GK

Tomas Mejias

GK

Anfernee
Dijksteel

RB

Djed Spence

RB

Hayden Coulson

LB

Marc Bola

LB

Dael Fry

CB

Grant Hall

CB

Nathan Wood

CB

Sam Stubbs

CB

Ben Liddle

CM

George Saville

CM

Jonny Howson

CM

Paddy McNair

CM

Connor Malley

AM

Lewis Wing

AM

Marcus Browne

W

Marcus Tavernier

W

Marvin Johnson

W

Ashley Fletcher

ST

Britt
Assombalonga

ST

Stephen Walker

ST

Tyrone O'Neill

ST

Now in about his fifth ‘last job
before retirement’, Neil Warnock is
both an excellent firefighter and
promotion winner at this level.
Tends to adopt a back to basics
approach, no-one will be surprised
if he pulls off another minor
miracle in getting this
Middlesbrough side fighting at the
top end of the division.
Key Player – Ashley Fletcher
Strong, pacey and technicallyadroit, Ashley Fletcher has all the
raw attributes to be one of the
better strikers at Championship
level. Has gradually improved over
the past couple of years and could
be set for a breakthrough season if
he can get good enough service.
Overview
Middlesbrough have oscillated
wildly between two managerial
extremes over the past two years.
The veteran Tony Pulis was sacked
for his dour style of football, the
rookie Jonathan Woodgate was
intended to lead a youthful
revolution, however, once the team
looked like getting relegated, a
reversion to type was made via the
appointment of Neil Warnock.

of direction at the Riverside
Stadium. This is a young
Middlesbrough side that has
gradually lost both experience and
quality since their recent spell in
the Premier League, Neil Warnock
seems a strange fit for such a
squad.
That said, having a man in charge
who will keep things simple and
implement a structure could be
exactly what a young team needs.
While there are some talented
homegrown youngsters in the
forms of Nathan Wood, Djed
Spence, Hayden Coulson and
Stephen Walker, a large portion of
this squad is yet to prove they are
reliable enough performers at
Championship level to be given
freedom to express themselves.
The genuine difference makers in
this squad are likely to be forwards
Ashley Fletcher and Britt
Assombalonga, along with wideman, Marcus Tavernier. The
formula for success will be having
the structure behind them to make
their attacking interventions
count. I’m just not sure that
aforementioned three are of the
calibre to lead a side much higher
than mid-table at Championship
level.

The decision to stick with Warnock
beyond the end of his initial
firefighting job at the end of last
season speaks to a loss of a sense

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

25

24.3

597

58
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Millwall
Last Season: 8th in the Championship

Manager – Gary Rowett

Squad

After some underwhelming spells
at big clubs in Derby County and
Stoke City, Gary Rowett has
rediscovered his mojo at Millwall,
moulding a set of underdogs into a
tight-knit team unit that can play
some excellent football at times.

Player

Pos

Bartosz
Bialkowski

GK

Frank Fielding

GK

James Brown

RB

Mahlon Romeo

RB

Scott Malone

LB

Alex Pearce

CB

Jake Cooper

CB

Murray Wallace

CB

Shaun
Hutchinson

CB

Ben Thompson

CM

Billy Mitchell

CM

Ryan Leonard

CM

Overview

Ryan Woods

CM

Shaun Williams

CM

Jed Wallace

AM

Connor Mahoney

W

Jiri Skalak

W

Shane Ferguson

W

Jon Dadi
Bodvarsson

ST

Mason Bennett

ST

Matt Smith

ST

Tom Bradshaw

ST

As one of the smaller clubs at
Championship level, it is Millwall’s
sense of an identity that has kept
them away from relegation danger
over the past three seasons. It
seemed difficult for anyone to
better what Neil Harris had been
doing at the club, but Gary Rowett
managed just that, evolving the
style of play while holding onto the
aggression and physicality that had
previously made the team so
effective.

Troy Parrott

ST

Key Player – Jed Wallace
The attacking midfielder came into
his own last season when deployed
in a central position by Gary
Rowett. A technically adept and
relentless player who likes to drive
at defenders and ghost into
goalscoring positions.

midfield schemer Ryan Woods
over the past year provided the
team with extra attacking and
creative quality – along with
attacking midfielder Jed Wallace
entering the form of his career.
That looks to have been
complemented over the summer
by the permanent addition of
forward Mason Bennett and the
intriguing loan signing of
Tottenham Hotspur’s Irish star
prospect Troy Parrott.
Much is expected of the young
Republic of Ireland striker, who
has just five minutes of senior
league football under his belt.
While it’s not as if all of Millwall’s
hopes this season are dependent
on Parrott proving he has the
Premier League quality expected of
him, if he does, it will take the club
up a level beyond the 8th-place
finish they achieved last year.
With an excellent goalkeeper in
Bartosz Bialkowski, a strong
defensive unit, a creative and
competitive midfield, quality in
attack and a threat from set-pieces,
Millwall have all the pieces in place
to be the division’s dark horse this
season.

Millwall have quietly been adding
some genuine quality on top of the
solid foundations upon which this
team has been built. The additions
of target-man Matt Smith, winger
Connor Mahoney and central

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

23

27.4

630

54
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Norwich City
Last Season: 20th in the Premier League
Squad
Player

Pos

Manager – Daniel Farke

Xavi Quintilla

LB

Akin Famewo

CB

The German’s reserves of
positivity were tested to the full
during a frustrating season in the
Premier League last year where
Norwich lacked the guile at both
ends of the pitch to convert bright
performances into victories. Farke
is a manager willing to leave his
team open at the back in order to
add to their attacking threat.

Ben Gibson

CB

Key Player – Teemu Pukki

Ben Godfrey
Christoph
Zimmermann
Grant Hanley

CB

Aston Oxborough

GK

Michael McGovern

GK

Tim Krul

GK

Bali Mumba

RB

Max Aarons

RB

Sam Byram

RB

Jamal Lewis

LB

Sam McCallum

LB

Melvin Sitti

CM

The Finn’s movement and
finishing ability were crucial in
Norwich’s recent Premier League
promotion and he started brightly
in the top-flight before tailing-off
like the rest of his teammates.
Having a proven scorer in Pukki in
their ranks could be the difference
between a year of transition or
promotion.

Moritz Leitner

CM

Overview

Oliver Skipp

CM

Tom Trybull

CM

Emiliano Buendia

AM

Kieran Dowell

AM

Marco Stiepermann

AM

Todd Cantwell

AM

Danel Sinani

W

CB
CB

Timm Klose

CB

Alexander Tettey

CM

Jacob Sorensen

CM

Kenny McLean

CM

Lukas Rupp

CM

Mario Vrancic

CM

Josh Martin

W

Onel Hernandez
Przemyslaw
Placheta
Adam Idah

W

ST

Jordan Hugill

ST

Josip Drmic

ST

Teemu Pukki

ST

W

In having elected against overstretching themselves financially
in the top-flight last season, the
pressure is now on Norwich City to
make good on that educated
gamble by competing for an
immediate return to the Premier
League this year. There is a sense
around the club that they are on
the right course under Daniel
Farke, the German now has to
ensure the faith in him is wellplaced.

At the time of writing, Norwich
City have resisted having to sell
any of their key players – although,
left-back Jamal Lewis appears to be
close to an exit. This means that
while they have been proactive in
the transfer market, it is the core
of the side that won promotion
two years ago that is likely to lead
the way again this time out.
If anything, Norwich look to have a
few too many players in just about
every area of the pitch, which
presents the challenge for Daniel
Farke to figure out the best team
from the available options. What is
going to be essential this season is
finding goalscoring support for
Teemu Pukki, after only two other
players – Emi Buendia and Todd
Cantwell – scored more than one
goal last year. That record in
particular underlines the lack of
confidence that Farke needs to
restore as quickly as possible this
time out.
For Daniel Farke, this is his first
spell as a manager where he is
under any kind of pressure. How
he handles that will define
Norwich City’s campaign. For what
it’s worth, Norwich have looked in
good shape in pre-season and
appear to have the quality in every
area of the pitch to at least be in
top six contention.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

36

25.8

750

66
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Nottingham Forest
Last Season: 7th in the Championship

Manager – Sabri Lamouchi

Squad
Player
Brice Samba
Costel Pantilimon
Jordan Smith
Carl Jenkinson
Jayden Richardson
Jordan Gabriel
Tendayi Darikwa
Gaetan Bong
Tyler Blackett
Yuri Ribeiro
Joe Worrall
Michael Dawson
Michael Hefele
Tobias Figueiredo
Yohan Benalouane
Ben Watson
Fouad Bachirou
Jack Colback
Jake Taylor
Ryan Yates
Samba Sow
Brennan Johnson
Joao Carvalho
Luke Freeman
Tiago Silva
Albert Adomah
Alex Mighten
Joe Lolley
Sammy Ameobi
Lewis Grabban
Lyle Taylor
Miguel Angel
Guerrero
Nuno da Costa
Virgil Gomis
Zach Clough

Pos
GK
GK
GK
RB
RB
RB
RB
LB
LB
LB
CB
CB
CB
CB
CB
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
AM
AM
AM
AM
W
W
W
W
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

The first Nottingham Forest
manager in nearly a decade to hold
onto the job for more than one
season, Lamouchi is a defence-first
manager who brought structure to
a club desperately in need of it.
After a mini-implosion at the end
of last season, he begins the season
under pressure.
Key Player – Lewis Grabban
An experienced Championship
goal-getter, Lewis Grabban’s
reliability in the penalty area has
been a key reason why Sabri
Lamouchi has been able to make
his defensively-solid style of
football so effective.
Overview
Nottingham Forest are hoping that
the revolving door of players and
managers has slowed down after
what had been a largely productive
first 12 months in charge for Sabri
Lamouchi. With the Tunisian
having brought organisation to a
bloated squad, the hope is that the
first year in the job has helped
Lamouchi implement a structure
that can continue into this season
and hopefully on into the Premier
League.
The threat to that sense of stability
at the City Ground is the effects of
a disastrous end to last season that
saw the team blow a seemingly

guaranteed top six finish in
ludicrous circumstances. A slow
start to this season could see the
panic return at the top levels of the
club, leading to yet another
managerial change.
The summer’s recruitment has
suggested that the club are still
behind Lamouchi, helping deepen
his set of options. Importantly, the
signing of Lyle Taylor reduces the
reliance on Lewis Grabban for
goals, while the addition of Luke
Freeman from Sheffield United
similarly eases the burden on Joe
Lolley for creativity. Fouad
Bachirou, Jack Colback and Tyler
Blackett help stiffen an already
tight defensive unit.
It feels as if Nottingham Forest’s
season is going to be defined by
how quickly they can demonstrate
they have overcome last year’s
implosion. The worry is that Sabri
Lamouchi’s defensive focus makes
Forest too passive to win games
against teams that sit back against
them and that the number of
teams willing to do so this year
will increase. It seems to me
there’s a good chance that
Nottingham Forest will revert to
type this season, sack Lamouchi
early and flounder as they search
for yet another new direction.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

35

27.7

698

73
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Preston North End
Last Season: 9th in the Championship

Manager – Alex Neil

Squad

Has rediscovered some of the
momentum his early managerial
career had during his spell at
Preston North End. Can be
stubborn with team selections but
has consistently had the club
punching above its weight around
the play-offs.

Player

Pos

Connor Ripley

GK

Declan Rudd

GK

Mathew Hudson

GK

Darnell Fisher

RB

Joe Rafferty

RB

Andrew Hughes

LB

Josh Earl

LB

Ben Davies

CB

Jordan Storey

CB

Patrick Bauer

CB

Paul Huntington

CB

Alan Browne

CM

Ben Pearson

CM

The Jamaican midfielder came into
his own last year when moved into
a number ten position, having
been close to leaving the club
during the summer. A ballcarrying midfielder who has
become a real goal threat with late
runs into the penalty area.

Ryan Ledson

CM

Overview

Tom Bayliss

CM

Brad Potts

AM

Daniel Johnson

AM

Josh Harrop

AM

Paul Gallagher

AM

Billy Bodin

W

Scott Sinclair

W

Tom Barkhuizen

W

Dave Nugent

ST

Ethan Walker

ST

Jayden Stockley

ST

Louis Moult

ST

Sean Maguire

ST

Key Player – Daniel Johnson

Preston North End have
established a reputation as a club
where young players from the
lower leagues can prove
themselves as Championship
players. They are more than
willing to take punts on players
perceived as not quite ready by
their rivals, which has proved a
successful formula in putting
together a side that can challenge
for the top six without spending
anywhere near the kind of money
other teams at this level do.

wanting that bit better for their
team. A lack of transfer activity as
a result of the financial impact of
the pandemic hasn’t helped calm
the tetchiness around the place,
meaning a slow start could place
Alex Neil under some pressure.
While Preston could possibly do
with a little extra quality in attack
and in goal, there is a solid core of
players from recent play-off
challenges that remain in place. In
particular, the midfield is stacked
with quality with Ben Pearson,
Alan Browne and Daniel Johnson
an excellent unit with strong backup behind them. Furthermore,
with Scott Sinclair adding a goal
threat in wide positions after
signing in January and target-man
Jayden Stockley finally finding
some form towards the end of last
season, Preston have some
variation in their attacking
options.
It is only a sense of stasis around
the club that is going against what
is a quietly impressive Preston
North End side. It might not be a
year of progress at the club but
they look a more than capable side
at this level.

Despite this, there are increasing
murmurs of discontent around the
fanbase who inevitably are

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

27

26.9

654

59
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Queens Park Rangers
Last Season: 13th in the Championship

Manager – Mark Warburton

Squad
Player

Pos

Dillon Barnes

GK

Joe Lumley

GK

Liam Kelly

GK

Seny Dieng

GK

Osman Kakay

RB

Todd Kane

RB

Lee Wallace

LB

Niko Hamalainen

LB

Ryan Manning

LB

Conor Masterson

CB

Geoff Cameron

CB

Rob Dickie

CB

Yoann Barbet

CB

Charlie Owens

CM

Dominic Ball

CM

Luke Amos

CM

Tom Carroll

CM

Faysal Bettache

AM

George Thomas

AM

Ilias Chair

AM

Bright OsayiSamuel

W

Olamide Shodipo

W

Paul Smyth

W

Aramide Oteh

ST

Lyndon Dykes

ST

Marco Harboe
Ramkilde

ST

Has struggled to find a home since
leaving Brentford in 2015 but has
started to plant his roots at QPR.
Likes to play possession football
and develop young players –
especially those plucked from the
academies bigger clubs.
Key Player – Ilias Chair
The heir-apparent to Ebere Eze’s
crown as QPR’s creator-in-chief,
Ilias Chair is a diminutive
attacking midfielder who can pick
teams apart with his passing and
has a real eye for the spectacular
with his long-range shooting.
Overview
QPR have gradually moved
towards a more sustainable model
than their recent Premier League
years were characterised by.
Having turned towards younger
squad, QPR have made themselves
a place where players can get a
platform to perform in the
Championship before attaining
their potential elsewhere. That
model looks set to continue this
season.
While the sale of Ebere Eze to
Crystal Palace is a serious blow, it
could well provide the funds
needed to strengthen the team that
Mark Warburton lacked in his first
year in charge at Loftus Road.
With Ilias Chair and Bright Osayi-

Samuel capable of providing
between them the attacking flair
Eze brought in abundance, the
focus has been on solidifying the
core of the team structure around
those players.
Centre-back Rob Dickie adds
strength and ball-playing ability to
the defence, Luke Amos provides
energy in midfield and Lyndon
Dykes the physical presence in
attack lost after the end of Jordan
Hugill’s loan spell. A few more
additions are needed in defence
and midfield, but they have two
strong options in goal in shotstopper Liam Kelly and the more
commanding Seny Dieng – who
impressed on loan at Doncaster
Rovers last season.
There are reasons for quiet
optimism at Loftus Road this
season, however, there is a lot
resting on that attacking unit to
produce an end product at a level
they’ve never managed before in
order to account for Ebere Eze’s
departure. Also looking a soft
touch in the centre of the park and
at the back, it doesn’t appear a
great combination for the rigours
of Championship football. There is
the potential for QPR to be an
exciting, enterprising side, but a
season of lower mid-table
mediocrity seems likely.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

26

24.8

553

32
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Reading
Last Season: 14th in the Championship

Manager – Veljko Paunovic

Squad
Player

Pos

Luke Southwood

GK

Rafael Cabral

GK

Sam Walker

GK

Andy Yiadom

RB

Tennai Watson

RB

Omar Richards

LB

Liam Moore

CB

Michael Morrison

CB

Tom Holmes

CB

Tom McIntyre

CB

Andy Rinomhota

CM

Felipe Araruna

CM

John Swift

CM

Josh Laurent

CM

Michael Olise

AM

Ovie Ejaria

AM

Sone Aluko

AM

George Puscas

ST

Lucas Joao

ST

Marc McNulty

ST

Sam Baldock

ST

Sam Smith

ST

Yakou Meite

ST

A surprise appointment in place of
the reasonably successful Mark
Bowen, Paunovic won the under20 World Cup with Serbia but had
a woeful time in charge of Chicago
Fire during his only spell as a
manager of a senior team.
Key Player – Rafael Cabral
The Brazilian keeper has been on
the books of some big clubs but
has found a home at Reading. A
fantastic shot-stopper and
presence at the back who could
and should be playing at a higher
level.
Overview
Another year, another managerial
change at Reading. The surprise
sacking of Mark Bowen after a
strong run of form under the
Welshman following his midseason arrival is seemingly the
signal for some lavish spending
before the end of the transfer
window.
At the time of writing, the only
significant transfer move has been
in luring star midfielder Ovie
Ejaria into a permanent deal at the
club. Just what kind of signings the
club are looking to follow that up
with, and of what calibre, remains
to be seen.

What is known is that Reading
have entrusted the managerial
reigns to Veljko Paunovic, who has
had, at best, a mixed managerial
career thus far. Whether Paunovic
is an adept manager remains to be
seen, the move to bring him in and
change strategy just two weeks
before the start of the season is
what is particularly baffling about
his appointment.
That sudden upheaval makes
Reading possibly the toughest
team to predict heading into this
season. They could suddenly bring
in a host of Premier League quality
players and challenge for
promotion, they could sign a tonne
of players with no Championship
experience and struggle.
While it’s hard to see a team
containing the quality of John
Swift, Ovie Ejaria, Rafael Cabral
and George Puscas struggling, with
the wrong manager and a sense of
instability in place, it could make it
a difficult environment in which to
perform. Moreover, as a club that
is currently spending on wages
more than double its turnover,
there is something unsettling
about seeing Reading push the
boat out further.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

23

25.7

587

66
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Rotherham United
Last Season: 2nd in League One

Manager – Paul Warne

Squad
Player

Pos

Jamal Blackman

GK

Lewis Price

GK

Viktor
Johansson

GK

Billy Jones

RB

Matthew
Olosunde

RB

Wes Harding

RB

Joe Mattock

LB

Trevor Clarke

LB

Adam Thompson

CB

Angus
MacDonald

CB

Clark Robertson

CB

Curtis Tilt

CB

Michael Ihiekwe

CB

Richard Wood

CB

Ben Wiles

CM

Jamie Lindsay

CM

Matt Crooks

CM

Shaun
MacDonald

CM

Chiedozie Ogbene

W

Kieran Sadlier

W

Mickel Miller

W

Freddie Ladapo

ST

Jamie Proctor

ST

Kyle Vassell

ST

Michael Smith

ST

An excellent motivator who has
everyone at Rotherham United
singing from the same hymn sheet.
Likes his teams to be super-fit and
play with great intensity and be a
big threat from set-pieces.
Key Player – Michael Ihiekwe
The dominant centre-back stepped
into the shoes of Semi Ajayi last
season at the heart of Rotherham
United’s defence and was a key
element in making the Millers such
an imposing side during their
promotion-winning campaign last
year.
Overview
Rotherham United continued their
yo-yoing between League One and
the Championship after once again
successfully navigating themselves
out of the third-tier at the first
time of asking. A physically
dominant side who play their
football at a furious pace,
Rotherham aren’t exactly going to
be timid in their attempts to stay
up this time out.
Whether Rotherham United are
any stronger than the side that
were relegated from this level two
years ago is a debate to be had.
While the loss of Semi Ajayi’s
physical presence from their
defence is a blow, the greater
variation in their attacking options

that come from the likes of
wingers Chiedozie Ogbene and
Kieran Sadlier, along forward
Freddie Ladapo means Rotherham
are much less reliant on Michael
Smith’s physical presence up front
to create opportunities.
That said, bringing back key loanee
Daniel Barlaser – or someone
similar – into the heart of their
midfield could be crucial in
Rotherham’s hopes of surviving
and thriving at this level. The
Newcastle youngster’s ability to sit
deep and pull the strings in
midfield allowed Rotherham to
control games beyond their sheer
energy levels. Although, it’s
perhaps less of a need given that
Rotherham are less likely to be in
control of games on a consistent
basis this season.
With the right wind behind them,
Rotherham United could do a lot
more than simply survive this
season. The intensity with which
they play will make them a team
few will want to come up against,
having added a little more
firepower in attack than they had
in their last stint in this division,
they should be able to more
reliably convert good
performances into results.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

25

27.4

498

65
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Sheffield Wednesday
Last Season: 16th in the Championship

Manager – Garry Monk

Squad
Player

Pos

Cameron Dawson

GK

Joe Wildsmith

GK

Keiren Westwood

GK

Liam Palmer

RB

Has managed a lot of clubs in his
short managerial career to mixed
levels of success. Tends to adopt a
pragmatic approach, emphasising
organisation and work-rate over
technical flair.

Moses Odubajo

RB

Key Player – Barry Bannan

Osaze Urhoghide

RB

Matt Penney

LB

Chey Dunkley

CB

Dominic Iorfa

CB

Joost van Aken

CB

Julian Borner

CB

Tom Lees

CB

The Scottish midfielder has been
one of the best in his position at
Championship level over the past
decade. While not the most
energetic or physically imposing of
players, Bannan’s ability to control
games from deep has made him a
player other teams envy.

Alex Hunt

CM

Barry Bannan

CM

Fisayo DeleBashiru

CM

Joey Pelupessy

CM

Liam Shaw

CM

Massimo Luongo

CM

Izzy Brown

AM

Adam Reach

W

Kadeem Harris

W

Elias Kachunga

ST

Jordan Rhodes

ST

Josh Windass

ST

Overview
A 12-point deduction for Financial
Fair Play breaches means the goal
for Sheffield Wednesday this
season will be to remain in the
division. While they start the
campaign at a significant
disadvantage to the rest of the
league, with the right manager and
set of players it could have a
galvanising effect.
Galvanising is what this Sheffield
Wednesday side has been in
desperate need of for a good few
years. Owner, Dejphon Chansiri,
funded some lavish spending on
some big-name former Premier
League players in an attempt to get
the Owls back at the top table.
However, the underperformance of

those players has not only seen
Wednesday fall short of
expectations but has become a
millstone preventing the team
from evolving while they remained
under contract and almost
impossible to move on.
This summer has represented
something of a turning-point in
that regard, with several high
earners finally leaving. Garry
Monk’s incoming transfer business
has focused on more energetic and
hungrier players, such as Chey
Dunkley at the back, forwards Josh
Windass and Elias Kachunga, along
with Izzy Brown, who could be the
star turn in this side if he can be
kept fit.
Had Sheffield Wednesday not been
deducted 12 points, this summer
could have marked the start of an
exciting new era for the club. As it
stands, I’m not sure they’re much
more than 12 points better than
relegation material, especially
given the lack of goals in their
current squad. Garry Monk is
unlikely to tolerate the players not
putting up a fight, it’s going to be a
close-run battle for safety.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

24

26.4

552

36
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Stoke City
Last Season: 15th in the Championship
Squad
Player

Pos

Adam Davies

GK

Jack Butland

GK

Moritz Bauer

RB

Tom Edwards

RB

Tommy Smith

RB

Josh Tymon

LB

Manager – Michael O’Neill
An astute tactician who led
Northern Ireland successfully over
the past decade, O’Neill looks to
have the nous and discipline to
turn around an expensivelyassembled but desperately
underperforming Stoke City side.

Morgan Fox

LB

Bruno Martins Indi

CB

Key Player – Sam Clucas
A versatile, intelligent and
energetic player who can operate
in central midfield or anywhere
down the left wing, Sam Clucas
was Stoke’s most reliable
performer last season, finishing
the campaign as the club’s topscorer while also being a key
creative presence in the side.

Danny Batth

CB

Harry Souttar

CB

James Chester

CB

Kevin Wimmer

CB

Liam Lindsay

CB

Nathan Collins

CB

Ryan Shawcross

CB

Badou Ndiaye

CM

Joe Allen

CM

John Obi Mikel

CM

Overview

Jordan Cousins

CM

Peter Etebo
Tashan OakleyBoothe
Jordan Thompson

CM

Nick Powell

AM

Tom Ince

AM

James McClean

W

Stoke City’s underperformance
since relegation from the Premier
League hasn’t been as a result of a
lack of ambition. Backed by one of
Britain’s richest families – the
Coates, whose fortune comes from
owning bet365 – Stoke kept hold of
many of their bigger names from
their top-flight era while adding
proving Championship performers.
However, under Gary Rowett, then
Nathan Jones, there looked to be a
deep rot at the club that couldn’t
be solved with money.

CM
AM

Sam Clucas

W

Thibaud Verlinden

W

Benik Afobe

ST

Lee Gregory

ST

Sam Vokes

ST

Steven Fletcher

ST

appointment, the team’s record
since his arrival is 8th-best in the
league with a squad the manager
was still figuring out how to get a
tune out of.
The football under O’Neill isn’t
always pretty – with an emphasis
placed on tactical discipline over
individual brilliance – but has
proven effective. O’Neill has
perhaps surprisingly avoided a big
summer overhaul and has elected
to add further experience via John
Obi Mikel and Steven Fletcher to
add to what is already an
experienced side. The capacity for
youthful enthusiasm comes via
defenders Harry Souttar and
Nathan Collins, wing-back Josh
Tymon, and potential star striker
Tyrese Campbell.
While I am expecting Stoke City to
continue their upwards trajectory
under Michael O’Neill this season,
expect it to be attritional stuff that
wins over few neutrals. They are
likely to lure teams onto them,
defend with organisation before
finding a way to win the game at
the other end of the pitch. If
successful, Stoke are going to be a
brutally effective side this season.

While the club continued to battle
against the drop under Michael
O’Neill after his mid-season

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

32

27.3

765

81
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Swansea City
Last Season: 6th in the Championship

Manager – Steve Cooper

Squad

Kyle Naughton

RB

Tivonge Rushesha

RB

A former England youth-team
manager who has quietly
impressed in his first senior
managerial posting. Placing an
emphasis on possession, Cooper’s
success in his senior managerial
career thus far has been predicated
on luring the country’s best young
talent to the Liberty Stadium.

Declan John

LB

Key Player – Matt Grimes

Jake Bidwell

LB

Ben Cabango

CB

Player

Pos

Freddie
Woodman
Josh Gould

GK
GK

Steven Benda

GK

Connor Roberts

RB

The deep-lying midfielder is the
man who keeps Swansea City
ticking over in the centre of the
park. Can influence games in a
number of ways, has even played
as an emergency centre-back.

Joe Rodon

CB

Marc Guehi

CB

George Byers

CM

Jack Evans

CM

Jay Fulton

CM

Overview

Korey Smith

CM

Matt Grimes

CM

Bersant Celina
Morgan GibbsWhite
Yan Dhanda

AM

Andre Ayew

W

Barrie McKay

W

Jamal Lowe

W

Joel Asoro

W

Swansea City have cut costs since
their time in the Premier League,
placing an emphasis on young,
improving players – either
permanently or on loan. That has
been backed up via appointing
patient managers in Graham
Potter and the incumbent Steve
Cooper who play a positive style of
football and know how to get the
best out of youngsters.

Jordon Garrick
Kristoffer
Peterson
Nathan Dyer

W

Wayne Routledge

W

Liam Cullen

ST

AM
AM

W
W

Having finished in the play-offs
last season, Cooper has work to do
to ensure that Swansea can build
on that. Almost all of Swansea’s
top performers last year were
either loan players – such as Rhian
Brewster and Conor Gallagher – or

high-earners who may need to be
offloaded at some point before the
end of the transfer window – most
notably, Andre Ayew.
Steve Cooper appears to be
persisting with the loan-focused
approach to recruitment heading
into the new season. Key pieces of
business thus far have been in
bringing back key defensive figures
Freddie Woodman and Marc
Guehi. In addition, Wolves
youngster Morgan Gibbs-White is
being entrusted to bring his form
with the England youth teams into
Championship football.
Meanwhile, the permanent signing
of midfield enforcer Korey Smith
could prove to be another astute
addition to the squad.
The big question with Swansea
City this year is just where the
goals are going to come from now
that Rhian Brewster has departed
– especially if Andre Ayew follows.
Aside from the youngster, Liam
Cullen, there isn’t a recognised
senior striker in the squad. Steve
Cooper’s ability to address that
striker issue is likely to define the
season, with anything from lower
mid-table to a promotion push
possible.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

28

24.9

606

50
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Watford
Last Season: 19th in the Premier League

Manager – Vladimir Ivic

Squad
Player
Ben Foster
Daniel Bachmann
Daryl Janmaat
Jeeremy Ngakia
Kiko Femenia
Marc Navarro
Adam Masina
Pervis Estupinan
Adrian Mariappa
Ben Wilmot
Christian
Kabasele
Craig Cathcart
Craig Dawson
Abdoulaye
Doucoure
Etienne Capoue
Nathaniel
Chalobah
Tom Cleverley
Tom Dele-Bashiru
Adalberto
Penaranda
Domingos Quina
Roberto Pereyra
Will Hughes
Gerard Deulofeu
Ignacio Pussetto
Ismaila Sarr
Ken Sema
Andre Gray
Danny Welbeck
Glenn Murray
Isaac Success
Jerome Sinclair
Joao Pedro
Luis Javier Suarez
Troy Deeney

Pos
GK
GK
RB
RB
RB
RB
LB
LB
CB
CB
CB
CB
CB
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
AM
AM
AM
AM
W
W
W
W
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

Won the Israeli league in both his
seasons in charge of Maccabi Tel
Aviv, Vladimir Ivic has been tasked
with the rebuild at Watford. Tends
to play an organised brand of
possession football.
Key Player – Craig Cathcart
The experienced Northern Ireland
centre-back has been a key part of
Watford’s journey from
Championship also-rans to
Premier League stalwarts. He is
part of a stable of older, physical
defenders that could be essential to
providing the platform for a
promotion push this season.
Overview
Watford became a parody of
themselves last year as they went
through four different managers
on their way to relegation from the
Premier League. It was a sudden
collapse in the methodology that
had lifted the club from perennial
Championship strugglers to an
established top-flight side, but it’s
unlikely the club’s ownership will
deviate from that strategy in order
to instigate an immediate return.
Due to a broad and proactive
recruitment policy over the past
few years, Watford have a large
pool of players to call upon even
without having dipped their toes
too extensively into the transfer

market this summer – aside from
the addition of Glenn Murray, who
appears to be a replacement for
the departing Troy Deeney. With a
set of fringe players who have
shown they can perform at
Premier League level and some
overseas loan players returning,
there are plenty of options for new
manager Vladimir Ivic to consider.
Some of the more intriguing
names that could have a big role to
play this season include left-back
Pervis Estupinan and striker Luis
Javier Suarez who both excelled on
loan in Spain last year. In addition,
Ben Wilmot in central defence and
midfielders Tom Dele-Bashiru and
Domingos Quina could be set for
big years having been around the
first-team squad. The established
stars of this side – including Craig
Cathcart, Etienne Capoue, Tom
Cleverley, Will Hughes, and Andre
Gray –will remains essential in
providing the structure around
which the team will be built.
Watford look like they have too
much quality, as well as a physical
intensity, about them not to find
themselves in the promotion race
this season. It’s only the unknown
quantity of manager Vladimir Ivic
that is a reason to doubt the
Hornets’ promotion credentials.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

34

27.1

723

64
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Wycombe Wanderers
Last Season: 3rd in League One

Manager – Gareth Ainsworth

Squad

Has single-handedly dragged
Wycombe Wanderers from the
verge of non-league into the
Championship. An attack-minded
manager who likes his teams to get
the ball forward quickly, his ability
to organise the defence will be
under scrutiny at a higher level.

Player

Pos

Cameron Yates

GK

Curtis Anderson

GK

Ryan Allsop

GK

Jack Grimmer

RB

Jason McCarthy

RB

Joe Jacobson

LB

Anthony Stewart

CB

Darius Charles

CB

Giles Phillips

CB

Ryan Tafazolli

CB

Alex Pattison

CM

Curtis Thompson

CM

Dominic Gape

CM

Matt Bloomfield

CM

A wide forward who never quite
made the grade at Millwall despite
some promising moments,
Onyedinma has shown his class
across three spells at Wycombe
Wanderers. A quick player who
excels in making runs between the
centre-back and full-back to get
into goalscoring positions.

Nick Freeman

AM

Overview

Daryl Horgan

W

David Wheeler

W

Fred Onyedinma

W

Adebayo
Akinfenwa

ST

Alex Samuel

ST

Josh Parker

ST

Scott Kashket

ST

Wycombe Wanderers are the
smallest club to have played at
Championship level since Yeovil
Town in 2013/14. Unlike Yeovil,
Wycombe will be hoping that even
if they only spend one season at
this level, it lays the foundations
for the club to move forward over
the long-term.

Uche Ikpeazu

ST

Key Player – Fred Onyedinma

Promotion last season was an
unexpected success based on
getting every last ounce from
players who had been with the
club since they were in League
Two, epitomised by set-piece
expert left-back, Joe Jacobson,

finishing the campaign as the
club’s top-scorer. The likes of
Jacobson and Akinfenwa will
continue to have a role to play this
season, but the sense is that
Gareth Ainsworth may looking to
eventually evolve beyond his key
lieutenants.
The powerful centre-forward,
Uche Ikpeazu looks an important
signing in that regard, as
Akinfenwa’s long-term
replacement. Other additions, such
as winger Daryl Horgan, centreback Ryan Tafazolli and right-back
Jason McCarthy add quality and
depth to the squad that will be
needed over the course of a long
season.
There is an expectation in most
quarters that Wycombe Wanderers
will be out of their depth in the
Championship. That may be true,
but they can be expected to put in
a big effort and could make things
hard for any side at this level.
Relegation seems more likely than
not, but Wycombe may benefit
from the disorganisation of much
bigger clubs to give them an
outside shot of staying in this
division for another season.

Squad Size

Average Age

Apps 19/20

Goals 19/20

23

27.5

485

46
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The Squad
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Marko

1

Marosi

Key
Player

At Club Since: Summer 2019

Last Season
Appearances

34

Starts

34

Minutes

3,060

Conceded

30

Clean Sheets

14

The number one goalkeeper is a key position in any
squad. Very much the anchor of the team, finding the
right person to take up that position can be make or
break.
When Lee Burge left last summer, there was an
expectation the club would be going for an experienced
replacement, instead, they opted for someone in Marko
Marosi who had slightly less experience and had only just
established himself as number one at his previous club,
Doncaster Rovers.
It was a bold decision that looks to have paid off
handsomely. Marosi played every minute of our league
campaign last season and was a key part of League One’s
tightest defence.

Position Map

Although the strength of the defence meant that Marosi
was also one of the division’s least-tested goalkeepers in
terms of shots faced per game, he made some big saves
when called upon. A tall keeper with good reactions,
Marosi can be an imposing figure for opposing strikers in
one-versus-one situations.
What was most notable about Marosi last season wasn’t
his shot-stopping, it was his distribution. While he was
hardly flashy in setting up attacks, Marosi had a quiet
composure with the ball at his feet that meant he could
receive the ball under pressure and allow the team to get
into a rhythm at the start of passing moves.

Career History
2012-13 – Barnoldswick Town 16 (0)
2013-14 – Wigan Athletic 0 (0)
2014-19 – Doncaster Rovers 78 (0)
2019-Present – Coventry City 34 (0)
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The main weakness in Marosi’s game is his reluctance to
come out to claim crosses. This was rarely an issue last
year as our centre-backs could be relied upon to take
charge of dangerous crosses. Against a higher-quality of
delivery in the Championship, teams may be able to put
balls more reliably into the ‘corridor of uncertainty’
between Marosi and the defence.
Furthermore, this season is going to be a stronger
indication of the fundamentals of Marosi’s goalkeeping
ability. We’re less likely to dominate games as we did in
League One, which is going to ask very different
questions of the defence as a unit than last year.
The club is clearly putting a lot of faith in Marosi to rise
to the challenge of Championship football, justifiably so.
He didn’t miss a minute last season and faces little
genuine competition for his place from back-up Ben
Wilson. If Marosi struggles this season, the team
struggles.

The Stopper

As quietly impressive as Marosi is with the ball at his
feet, the higher intensity of football in the Championship
is likely to test his composure as a footballer more than at
League One level. Whether he is good as a ‘sweeper
keeper’ at a higher level remains to be seen.
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Ben

13

Wilson
At Club Since: Summer 2019
Very much the back-up goalkeeper, Ben Wilson, failed
last season to add to the 48 league appearances he has
made in his career thus far – which is downright meagre
for a 28 year-old.
The wisdom of having a back-up to the first-choice who is
unlikely to ever claim the spot for himself has yet to be
tested. With Marko Marosi staying fit and in form for the
entirety of last season, Wilson was limited to appearances
in relatively meaningless cup competitions.

Last Season
Appearances

0

Starts

0

Minutes

0

Conceded

0

Clean Sheets

0

In Wilson’s defence, he has looked largely comfortable in
the games he has played for us thus far. What is most
notable about Wilson is his constant communication with
his defence and willingness to proactively come off his
line to cut out through balls behind the defence.
However, as Wilson hasn’t played a game of much
significance for the club yet, it’s hard to tell how he truly
compares to Marosi. The only evidence of Wilson’s ability
is a number of loan spells prior to his time at the club
where he struggled to convince.

Position Map

The presence of a keeper of Ben Wilson’s age and calibre
in the squad underlines why there is so much resting on
Marko Marosi this season.

Career History
2011-13 –Sunderland 0 (0)
2011 – Harrogate
Town (Loan)
2011-13
–Sunderland
0 (0) 3 (0)
2014-18
– Cardiff City
3 (0)(Loan) 3 (0)
2011 – Harrogate
Town
2015 – AFC Wimbledon (Loan) 8 (0)
2014-18 – Cardiff City 3 (0)
2017 – Rochdale (Loan) 8 (0)
2015
– AFC
Wimbledon
(Loan)5 8(0)(0)
2017-18
– Oldham
Athletic (Loan)
2017
Rochdale
(Loan)
8 17
(0)(0)
2018 ––Telford
United
(Loan)
2017-18
OldhamCity
Athletic
2018-19 ––Bradford
4 (0) (Loan) 5
2019-Present – Coventry City 0 (0)
(0)

2018 – Telford United (Loan) 17 (0)
2018-19 – Bradford City 4 (0)
2019-Present – Coventry City 0 (0)
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Fankaty

23

Dabo
At Club Since: Summer 2019
After a shaky first few games at the club, Fankaty Dabo
soon established himself as a key player in the side and as
a fans’ favourite to boot.
An energetic presence from right-back, Dabo marries a
relentless work-rate with technical quality. It is this
combination that has makes him such an eye-catching
player to watch.

Last Season
Appearances

32

Starts

32

Minutes

2,799

Goals

0

Assists

3

Dabo doesn’t just run with his head down in straight
lines, he chooses his moments to attack, assesses his
option and can beat defenders both outside and inside.
Dabo not only gives the team an outlet from wing-back
but helps the team retain possession through his use of
the ball.
There are few doubts that the attacking side of Dabo’s
game is of Championship standard – perhaps even tophalf Championship standard – it’s the defensive side of
his game that is in need of improvement. As a one-on-one
defender, Dabo appears to relish the challenge, it’s his
positioning that can be suspect.

Position Map

As last season progressed, Dabo was caught out of
position less frequently and appeared to really enjoy
playing with defensive discipline. He’ll need to carry that
improvement through into this year.
That aside, Fankaty Dabo looks a player ready to make a
big impact in Championship football.

Career History
2016-2019 – Chelsea 0 (0)
2017 – Swindon Town (Loan) 15 (1)
2017-18 – Vitesse Arnhem (Loan) 26 (0)
2018-19 – Sparta Rotterdam (Loan) 21 (0)
2019-Present – Coventry City 32 (0)
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Julien

29

Dacosta
At Club Since: Summer 2020
A new arrival from the French second-tier, Julien Dacosta
appears to be a relatively low-risk punt taken by the club
to cover for Fankaty Dabo at right-back.
The former Marseille youngster has spent the entirety of
his professional career to-date at Niort, who consistently
finished in the bottom-half of Ligue 2. While there have
been suggestions that Dacosta can play at left-back or as
a right-sided centre-half, he has played the vast majority
of his football as a right-back in a back four.
Reports of Dacosta suggest that he is a primarily a
defensive-minded kind of full-back, which means he
offers something different to Fankaty Dabo. What
Dacosta can offer as a wing-back in our current system
remains to be seen, but he could provide extra defensive
security at right-back were we to move to a back four
over the course of the campaign.

Last Season
Appearances

22

Starts

22

Minutes

1,884

Goals

0

Assists

1

Position Map

Unfortunately for Dacosta, he begins the season looking
likely to be out for a long spell after picking up a serious
injury early into pre-season. It is an especially cruel blow
as it comes at a time where the firm first-choice in his
position, Fankaty Dabo, may miss the opening few games
of the season through injury too.
It was going to be difficult enough for Dacosta to break
into the side this season, we may not get much of an
impression of what he can offer the team until next year.

Career History
2011-17 – Olympique Marseille 0 (0)
2017-20 – Chamois Niortais 75 (0)
2020-Present – Coventry City 0 (0)
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Ryan

18

Giles
At Club Since: January 2020
Having played all of 12 minutes in a Coventry City shirt
last season after signing on loan from Wolves on January
transfer deadline day, Ryan Giles has been handed
another opportunity to show what he can do at the club.
Giles’ biggest contribution to our previous season came in
opposition colours, as he aided Shrewsbury Town to a
victory in December that was our most recent league
defeat. Notably, Giles’ impact in that game came while
playing on the left of a front three, rather than in the left
wing-back role that he had initially been signed to play.
Having struggled with his defensive duties during that
stint at Shrewsbury Town – which saw him dropped
from the team – Mark Robins is placing a lot of faith in
being able to coach that side of Giles’ game in order to get
the best out of him at wing-back.
Leaving that aside, what Ryan Giles brings to the team in
abundance is pace. He is perhaps the only player in this
squad who appears capable of genuinely stretching teams
with his ability to speed past defenders. If it can be
harnessed correctly, Giles could be the key to our
counter-attacking threat.

Last Season
Appearances

20

Starts

15

Minutes

1,404

Goals

1

Assists

2

Position Map

This season is a huge step-up for Ryan Giles versus what
he has faced in his career thus far. He has the potential to
add a different dimension to our attacking threat, but he
is also potentially a defensive liability. For Mark Robins,
the re-signing of Giles is about managing the defensive
risk in order to access the attacking reward.
Career History
2018-Present – Wolverhampton Wanderers 0 (0)
2018 – Telford United (Loan) 9 (2)
2019-20 – Shrewsbury Town (Loan) 19 (1)
2020 – Present – Coventry City (Loan) 1 (0)
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Brandon

3

Mason
At Club Since: Summer 2018
Having started last season in excellent form, Brandon
Mason was unlucky to find himself ousted from the team
by Sam McCallum – who would go on to earn a January
move to a then-Premier League Norwich City.
Unfortunately for Brandon Mason, his prospects for a
return to the side this season now that McCallum has
departed have not increased. The issue Mark Robins
seems to have with Mason is that he is seen as full-back,
rather than a wing-back.
A committed one-on-one defender, while Mason has
shown moments of quality in his forward surges, his
preference seems to be in retaining possession rather
than driving to the byline. That appears to be why Sam
McCallum was ultimately preferred last season and why
Ryan Giles is first-choice in Mason’s position heading into
the campaign.

Last Season
Appearances

11

Starts

10

Minutes

913

Goals

0

Assists

0

Position Map

While he has proved himself as a good left-back at League
One level, it is hard to tell whether he has the quality to
make the step up. That run of form during the start of
last season was encouraging, but Mason has now lost a
sense of momentum.
It looks like Brandon Mason is going to have a difficult
time displacing Giles from the side, but he could come to
be valued over the course of the season for his defensive
qualities.

Career History
2016-18 – Watford 2 (0)
2018 – Dundee United (Loan) 1 (0)
2018-Present – Coventry City 36 (0)
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Declan

35

Drysdale
At Club Since: January 2019
An elegant centre-back with the ball at his feet, it’s clear
to see why Declan Drysdale has risen to the verge of the
first-team since arriving at the club 18 months ago, at a
similar time as the team moved towards a possessionfocused style of play.
The biggest barrier for Drysdale making that
breakthrough into the first-team is the strength in depth
ahead of him at centre-back – with five more senior
players on the books. A seemingly unfortunate red card
against Milton Keynes Dons in the League Cup hasn’t
helped his prospects heading into the start of the league
campaign.
Drysdale looks a confident defender who is comfortable
holding onto possession before playing his way out of
danger via a pass or dribble. While he has shown an
ability to throw his body on the line to make key blocks, it
possibly belies a sloppiness in his initial positioning.

Last Season
Appearances

4

Starts

4

Minutes

326

Goals

0

Assists

0

Position Map

That kind of weakness can only be learned from via
regular football, which Drysdale is extremely unlikely of
getting with the first-team this season. He appears to be a
prime candidate for a loan move to either League Two or
National League level, which would allow him to learn
the fundamentals of defending in men’s football.
If that right loan move can be found for Declan Drysdale,
he is someone who could break into the team a year or so
down the line.

Career History
2017-2019 – Tranmere Rovers 2 (0)
2019-Present – Coventry City 1 (0)
2020 – Solihull Moors (Loan) 3 (0)
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Dominic

15

Hyam
At Club Since: Summer 2017
One of the few players from our League Two days to still
be a key member of the squad, Dominic Hyam is an
understated yet important presence at centre-back who
has continually improved during his time at the club.
Having struggled in his first few appearances in a Sky
Blue shirt, Dominic Hyam came to the fore during our
play-off campaign in League Two and carried that
momentum into the following season, where he
deservedly won the Player of the Year award. He went on
to back that up with another consistent season last year.
Hyam is the kind of defender that doesn’t immediately
stand out. As someone who is neither physically
prepossessing nor eye-catchingly brilliant technically, he
doesn’t grab the attention. However, it is the unfussiness
of Hyam’s game, his consistency, composure and
positional sense that has made him an important calming
presence at the back.

Last Season
Appearances

29

Starts

28

Minutes

2,475

Goals

2

Assists

0

Position Map

Having consistently improved during his time at the club,
Dominic Hyam seems a player who will take the step-up
to the Championship in his stride. The only reasons to
doubt Hyam would be his relative lack of physicality or
pace.
As someone who has been one of few constants during
the club’s rise through the divisions, it would be
especially sweet to see Dominic Hyam continue his
trajectory with the club this season.

Career History
2013-17 – Reading 0 (0)
2015 – Hemel Hempstead Town (Loan) 14 (0)
2015-16 – Basingstoke Town (Loan) 5 (1)
2016 – Dagenham & Redbridge (Loan) 16 (0)
2016 – Portsmouth (Loan) 0 (0)
2017 – Aldershot Town (Loan) 3 (0)
2017-Present – Coventry City 81 (3)
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Kyle

5

McFadzean
At Club Since: Summer 2019
The experienced defender brought in last summer to lead
our defence, Kyle McFadzean got off to a rocky start
before eventually finding a niche for himself in the
middle of a back three.
An aggressive centre-back, McFadzean should be able to
cope with the physicality of the Championship, the doubt
against him is whether his lack of pace and impulsiveness
in the challenge would make him a liability against the
more agile opponents he is likely to be regularly up
against this year.
The loan signing of Leo Ostigard appears an indication
from Mark Robins that this is a concern the manager
shares. That isn’t to say the experienced defender doesn’t
still have an important role to play over the course of the
campaign. As this is a young side, having a leader around
the squad and able to be called upon could help steer the
team through the trickier moments of this season.

Last Season
Appearances

30

Starts

28

Minutes

2,533

Goals

0

Assists

1

Position Map

Kyle McFadzean appears to be at a similar juncture to his
career as Michael Doyle was after our promotion to
League One. While he may not quite be of the standard
for a higher level of football, his presence in the side
could help steer the rest of the team up to that calibre.
We may be seeing less of Kyle McFadzean this year but
that doesn’t make him any less essential to the cause.

Career History
2005-07 – Sheffield United 0 (0)
2007-10 – Alfreton Town 85 (3)
2010-14 – Crawley Town 133 (9)
2014-16 – Milton Keynes Dons 80 (3)
2016-19 – Burton Albion 108 (5)
2019-Present – Coventry City 30 (0)
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Leo

2

Ostigard
At Club Since: Summer 2020
A highly-rated young centre-back signed on loan from
Brighton & Hove Albion, Leo Ostigard is seen in some
quarters as someone who could prove to be a stand-out
player at Championship level.
Arriving into a settled defensive unit, Ostigard will have
to justify his inclusion in the side by raising the bar for
our centre-backs. Having impressed last year in the
German second-tier, that may not be an issue for the
Norwegian.
A right-footed centre-back who appears confident
carrying the ball out of defence, just where Ostigard
would figure in our back three isn’t yet clear. The rightsided role in the three seems the most natural fit,
although it seems Ostigard has been signed to allow Kyle
McFadzean to drop out of the team – with Michael Rose
likely to move into the centre.

Last Season
Appearances

28

Starts

26

Minutes

2,346

Goals

1

Assists

0

Position Map

While Leo Ostigard looks like a player who will improve
the team, the concern is that his inclusion in the side will
leave the team short on experience in a key area of the
pitch. On a logical level, talent should oust experience,
but the worry is that you lose intangible qualities that are
essential to winning games of football when you replace
youth for experience.
Ostigard has all the making of being an outstanding loan
signing. Hopefully, he will be a player who can improve
the team via sheer talent.

Career History
2017-18 – Molde 1 (0)
2018 – Viking Stavanger (Loan) 11 (0)
2018-Present – Brighton & Hove Albion 0 (0)
2019-20 – St Pauli (Loan) 28 (1)
2020-Present – Coventry City (Loan) 0 (0)
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Josh

16

Pask
At Club Since: Summer 2019
Signed last season as cover at both right-back and centreback, injury issues saw Josh Pask miss the first half of the
campaign, which meant he was still getting back up to
speed by the time the season was curtailed in March.
An athletic and composed presence wherever called upon,
it is hard to tell yet just how good Josh Pask is and might
go on to be. With less than 20 senior league appearances
under his belt at the age of 22, he is at a stage in his
career where he needs regular football
The signing of Leo Ostigard has pushed Pask further
down the pecking order at centre-back but he may start
the first few games of the season at right wing-back due
to the injuries to Fankaty Dabo and Julien Dacosta. With
Dacosta looking to be out long-term, it seems Pask’s
involvement for at least the first half of the campaign will
be as Dabo’s deputy at right-back.

Last Season
Appearances

2

Starts

0

Minutes

22

Goals

0

Assists

0

Position Map

This is where Pask’s versatility is both a blessing and a
curse. A blessing in that it allows him to get first-team
minutes that he might not otherwise have gotten. A curse
in that those minutes are likely to come in a position Pask
isn’t fully comfortable with and will thus never be viewed
as a starter once everyone is fit.
While Pask has a useful function to perform within the
squad this year, it is likely to be another frustrating
campaign for the player personally. All he can do is
ensure he takes any opportunity for minutes on the pitch
with both hands.
Career History
2015-19 – West Ham United 0 (0)
2015-16 – Dagenham & Redbridge (Loan) 5 (0)
2016-17 – Gillingham (Loan) 10 (0)
2019-Present – Coventry City 2 (0)
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Michael

4

Rose
At Club Since: Summer 2019
Michael Rose demonstrated last season that he is a young
and improving centre-back of considerable promise.
Having made the move from the Scottish Championship,
Rose slotted seamlessly into the defence upon his arrival.
While he is strong with the ball at his feet, it has been his
qualities as a defender that has made him a consistent
and effective presence in our back-line.

Last Season
Appearances

31

Starts

30

Minutes

2,729

Goals

2

Assists

2

Like all good defenders, Rose is someone who rarely
seems overly concerned with opposing forwards. While
he doesn’t completely dominant opponents, his intelligent
positional play and composure in one-versus-one
situations means he is generally capable of coping with
whatever is thrown at him.
On the ball, Michael Rose was our best centre-back last
season. Having initially looked a little over-keen to play
raking diagonal passes, Rose simplified his passing early
on in the campaign but was able to contribute with the
occasional telling longer pass or dribble out of defence.

Position Map

The addition of Leo Ostigard to the defensive ranks seems
like making Rose the prime candidate to step into Kyle
McFadzean’s position in the heart of the back three over
the course of the campaign. While it is a position he
didn’t play last year, it could help cover for Rose’s
occasional weakness to pace.
Michael Rose looks a player set to enhance his reputation
at a higher-level this season.

Career History
2015-16 – Aberdeen 1 (0)
2015 – Forfar Athletic (Loan) 7 (0)
2016-19 – Ayr United 88 (5)
2019 – Coventry City 31 (2)
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Jordon

27

Thompson
At Club Since: N/A – Academy Product
Having briefly broken into the first-team two years ago,
Jordon Thompson has since been surpassed in the
pecking order at centre-back at under-23 level by both
Morgan Williams and Declan Drysdale.
Thompson looked solid enough during that handful of
appearances two years ago – albeit, having made a
glaring error in an FA Cup defeat to Walsall. It is a sign of
Mark Robins’ ruthless dedication to improving the squad
that Thompson hasn’t been allowed to rest on his laurels
as a young player on the verge of the first-team.
Having played a reasonable amount of men’s football
during three loan spells in the National League,
Thompson looks to be someone with a decent future in
the game even if it seems unlikely to come with Coventry
City.
Heading into the final year of his contract at the club,
Jordon Thompson will be hoping for another good loan
move to help establish his reputation beyond Coventry
City as he looks towards the next chapter of his career.

Last Season
Appearances

13

Starts

11

Minutes

1,061

Goals

0

Assists

0

Position Map

Career History
2017-Present – Coventry City 4 (0)
2017 – Barrow (Loan) 8 (0)
2019 – Boreham Wood (Loan) 8 (0)
2020 – Wrexham (Loan) 5 (0)
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Morgan

37

Williams
At Club Since: Summer 2018
Brought in from non-league Mickleover Sports, Morgan
Williams made his first-team debut two seasons ago
against Fleetwood Town but has since seen his status as
the top centre-back prospect from under-23 level taken
by Declan Drysdale.
Seen as more of a physical competitor than Drysdale,
Williams has been a victim somewhat of the move
towards a possession-based style of football which has
meant seen Drysdale find himself in vogue.
Williams demonstrated during that debut performance
for the club that he had the physical and technical
qualities to cope with League One football. While that one
appearance is a small sample size to draw definitive
conclusions from, Williams looked to have been someone
who could have least held his own had he been called
upon in an emergency situation last year.

Last Season
Appearances

3

Starts

2

Minutes

206

Goals

0

Assists

0

Position Map

As with the other under-23 centre-backs, Williams will be
hoping to find a loan move somewhere this season where
he can demonstrate what he is capable of at senior level.

Career History
2017-18 – Mickleover Sports - -(-)
2018-Present – Coventry City 1 (0)
2019-20 – Yeovil Town (Loan) 3 (0)
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Josh

28

Eccles
At Club Since: N/A – Academy Product
The closest academy player to breaking into the firstteam last year, Josh Eccles was eased into the squad with
a handful of appearances from the bench and just the one
league start – in November, against Rochdale.
Capable of playing in both central midfield and in a
three-man central defence, Josh Eccles has a little more to
his game than just sitting deep and breaking up play. He
has shown in the handful of first-team minutes he has
thus far mustered that he can play an energetic box-tobox role in the centre of the park and can pick out passes
of genuine quality.
Josh Eccles is likely to be hoping for greater first-team
involvement this season, but it’s going to be difficult for
him to breakthrough following the signings of Ben Sheaf
and Gustavo Hamer.
The versatility in Eccles’ game means that he still has the
opportunity to make the breakthrough this season as
either an energetic central midfielder or possibly as a
centre-back in a dire emergency situation.

Last Season
Appearances

3

Starts

1

Minutes

100

Goals

0

Assists

0

Position Map

At 20 years old, there isn’t quite the rush for Josh Eccles
to make a breakthrough this year but he is going to need
to ensure that if he is called upon this season, he makes
an impression in order to keep himself in Mark Robins’
thoughts as a potential first-team starter further down
the line.

Career History
2018-Present – Coventry City 3 (0)
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Gustavo

38

Hamer

Key
Player

At Club Since: Summer 2020

Last Season
Appearances

25

Starts

25

Minutes

2,180

Goals

4

Assists

6

The club’s most expensive signing since that of Freddy
Eastwood in 2008, the signing of Gustavo Hamer felt a
more formal announcement of our return to the
Championship than the EFL statement that confirmed the
League One season would be settled on a points-pergame basis.
A significant fee for Coventry City, in Championship
terms though, Hamer is relatively cheap. It underlines
just how changed the division is since we were last in it.
Stats-wise, Hamer was one of Europe’s most creative
players last season – although, he played the majority of
it at right-back. While those stats were boosted by Hamer
being the set-piece taker for his former club, PEC Zwolle,
it demonstrates that he is a player of serious pedigree.

Position Map

Hamer has been brought in to fill the void left by the
departure of last season’s star man, Liam Walsh. It
doesn’t look to be quite a like-for-like replacement, with
Hamer seeming to be a little keener to play earlier, longer
passes while also being genuinely nasty in the challenge.
Hamer appears to be a more expressive and emotional
presence in the heart of midfield in contrast to the
composed Walsh.
That long-range passing ability could be crucial in
making this side a threat on the counter-attack. With the
right amount of movement and pace ahead of him,
Hamer could allow the team to move much more quickly
from defence to attack than we did last year.
Career History
2016-18 – Feyenoord 2 (0)
2017-18 – Dordrecht (Loan) 34 (3)
2018-20 – PEC Zwolle 48 (4)
2020-Present – Coventry City 0 (0)
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Hamer is a statement signing for the club, but he is also a
gamble. The biggest concern with Hamer is that the
combination of the pace of Championship football with
his aggression in the tackle could be a recipe for disaster.
For the recruitment team, the success of Gustavo Hamer
this season is important after the lack of impact made by
our overseas signings last season. In addition, Hamer
could act as a calling card for future signings from abroad
that Coventry City is a club where you can make a name
for yourself in the English game.
The talent Gustavo Hamer possesses has been clear to see
in pre-season. While he arrives with an element of risk,
he is potentially someone who could prove to be worth
far more than the €1.5m we paid for him.

The Schemer

The dirty streak appears to be something Mark Robins
will have to manage. The concern is that, in a two-man
midfield, Hamer’s desire to lunge into challenges can
leave space in behind him, which will increase the
workload for Liam Kelly and the defence. Furthermore, it
could cost the team goals if he consistently gives away
free-kicks in dangerous areas.
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Liam

6

Kelly
At Club Since: Summer 2017
Signed when the club was preparing for life in League
Two, Liam Kelly has been an instrumental figure in the
club’s renaissance under Mark Robins.
Having initially operated under the shadow of Michael
Doyle in midfield, it was Kelly’s influence after the
former’s departure that allowed us to thrive in League
One. A calm but quietly forceful presence in the centre of
the park, Kelly allowed us to play a more expansive style
of football and provided the encouragement for our
younger players to express themselves.
Generally operating as the deepest-lying midfielder,
Kelly’s role in the side over the past season-and-a-half
has been to break up play and recycle possession. While
he can occasionally push further forward, it’s fair to say
that Liam Kelly’s defensive capabilities are his biggest
asset.

Last Season
Appearances

27

Starts

25

Minutes

2,317

Goals

0

Assists

3

Position Map

At Championship level, the concern with Liam Kelly is
whether he has the mobility to be as effective as a
screening presence in front of the defence as he has been
at League One level.
As one of the experienced heads in the squad, it would be
a huge help to Mark Robins if Liam Kelly was able to
remain a regular starter this season. While the signing of
Ben Sheaf is a signal that Robins is starting to look to
evolve beyond Kelly, the captain’s leadership qualities are
going to be hard to replicate with younger players.

Career History
2009-13 – Kilmarnock 100 (15)
2013-14 – Bristol City 21 (0)
2014-16 – Oldham Athletic 78 (7)
2016-17 – Leyton Orient 21 (4)
2017 – Present – Coventry City 90 (1)
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Ben

14

Sheaf
At Club Since: Summer 2020
The man who has seemingly been identified as the heirapparent to Liam Kelly, Ben Sheaf signed for Coventry
City on a season-long loan deal this summer, with the
club holding the option to sign him on a permanent deal.
A deep-lying central midfielder who was one of the most
prolific passers in League One last season, Ben Sheaf was
a key player in a Doncaster Rovers side last year that
hoarded possession in a similar way to the Sky Blues,
which makes him a natural fit for our style of play.
Sheaf is at his best when sitting deep and keeping
possession ticking over, however, he is also a player
capable of making the occasional attacking contribution.
Thus, he’s not only here to compete for Liam Kelly’s
starting role but provides cover for Gustavo Hamer in
case he struggles with English football.
As another young player in the squad lacking
Championship experience, the concern is that if Sheaf has
to play as a result of Liam Kelly not being up to the speed
of the game at this level, it leaves the team short on
leadership and perhaps a little rudderless at a higher
standard of football.

Last Season
Appearances

32

Starts

29

Minutes

2,524

Goals

2

Assists

2

Position Map

The reward with signing players like Ben Sheaf is that he
comes at a fraction of the cost of an experienced
Championship player while potentially being of a similar
standard and possessing the capacity to improve. Signing
him on an initial loan deal allows the club to make an
assessment of his quality a little further down the line.
Career History
2017-Present – Arsenal 0 (0)
2018 – Stevenage (Loan) 10 (0)
2019-20 – Doncaster Rovers (Loan) 29 (2)
2020-Present – Coventry City (Loan) 0 (0)
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Jordan

26

Shipley
At Club Since: N/A – Academy Product
A player with a knack of making himself useful for the
team, Jordan Shipley enjoyed his most productive
campaign yet in a Coventry City shirt as he found himself
pushed into a more advanced role and came up with
some important goals and assists.
Someone who can cover a lot of ground, Shipley
produced some genuine and telling moments of quality
with his passing and goalscoring, Although comes with
the caveat of some genuinely sloppy spells within games.

Last Season
Appearances

31

Starts

24

Minutes

2,055

Goals

5

Assists

4

While Shipley’s return of goals and assists last year more
than justified his place in the side, the missing element in
his game at the moment is an ability to convert good
moments into consistent performances.
Having been edged out of the side towards the end of the
campaign by Jamie Allen and Callum O’Hare, Jordan
Shipley’s first task this season will be to win back his
place in the starting line-up. While he can compete for a
role as either an attacking midfielder or one of the
deeper-lying positions, the danger for Shipley is that he’s
seen as a sub-optimal option in either position.

Position Map

The major thing going in Jordan Shipley’s favour has
been his ability to rise to the challenge in front of him
during his Coventry City career thus far. An energetic
midfielder capable of creating and scoring goals, Shipley
clearly has something to offer the team if he can get onto
the pitch regularly.

Career History
2016-Present – Coventry City 95 (12)
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Jamie

8

Allen
At Club Since: Summer 2019
Having missed the first half of last season, it felt as if
Jamie Allen was still getting up to speed at Coventry City
around the time that campaign was curtailed.
For someone who was yet to make his true impact
known, Allen still made quite the contribution – scoring
once and assisting four times in ten league appearances.
Amid all of the desire for new signings over the summer,
Allen’s potential impact has perhaps been overlooked.

Last Season
Appearances

11

Starts

7

Minutes

606

Goals

1

Assists

4

A tireless runner, there is more to Allen’s game than
simple bluster. He consistently manages to get himself
into dangerous positions, underlining a level of
intelligence to his game to add to the raw energy levels.
The one thing that is perhaps missing with Allen is a level
of composure on the ball. The constant rush with which
he plays the game is useful but can see him mis-hit
passes or shots when he gets into dangerous positions.
Furthermore, it’s hard to picture Allen playing in a
deeper, more disciplined midfield role.

Position Map

It’s unlikely that Allen will be used in anything other than
either a three-man midfield or as one of the attacking
midfielders in our current system. He is someone whose
work-rate is likely to be an asset for the team this season,
he’ll need to demonstrate he has the quality in his end
product to justify a regular starting position in an
attacking role at Championship level.

Career History
2013-17 – Rochdale 133 (11)
2017-19 – Burton Albion 71 (8)
2019-Present – Coventry City 11 (1)
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Callum

11

O’Hare
At Club Since: Summer 2019
Callum O’Hare would usually have been the kind of
player to have lined-up for Coventry City for one season,
impressed and then made his career elsewhere. In
signing O’Hare permanently, it underlines the club’s
increase in stature following promotion to the
Championship.
For all of the excitement around Callum O’Hare’s
signature this summer, he is far from the finished
product. Unfortunate perhaps that the season ended
early, O’Hare didn’t quite produce a run of performances
to suggest he is capable of regularly impacting games at a
higher-level.
That said, there is every indication that O’Hare will soon
be a good player for a Championship side. Technically
skilful, capable of beating defenders and picking a pass,
what really stands out about Callum O’Hare is the sheer
determination with which he plays the game.

Last Season
Appearances

29

Starts

18

Minutes

1,839

Goals

3

Assists

3

Position Map

While that quality can see O’Hare run down blind alleys,
as we head into a campaign where we’re likely to see less
of the ball, O’Hare’s commitment to winning it back for
the team could prove to be invaluable in creating
counter-attacking opportunities.
If O’Hare can add the end product to his game that he
lacked at times last year, he really could be our key player
this season. As it stands, he has yet to quite prove he is
quite at that level of importance yet.

Career History
2016-20 – Aston Villa 4 (0)
2019 – Carlisle United (Loan) 16 (2)
2019-Present – Coventry City 29 (3)
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Marcel

17

Hilssner
At Club Since: Summer 2020
A former German youth international, Marcel Hilssner is
making a step-up to Championship football after arriving
at Coventry City this summer having played the majority
of his career in the German third-tier.
A right-sided wide player who likes to cut onto his left
foot, Hilssner seems a reasonable fit for the style and
formation that we used last season – possessing the
technical qualities to operate in one of the central
attacking midfield roles.

Last Season
Appearances

14

Starts

8

Minutes

666

Goals

2

Assists

2

That said, indications from pre-season are that Hilssner
has yet to develop the tactical understanding to fit into
our system. It has since transpired that Hilssner has
developed a form of asthma, which helps explain why he
has looked a little off the pace in pre-season.
Leaving that aside, Hilssner career track record doesn’t
scream out that he is capable of making the kind of
goalscoring and creative impact that we’re looking for
from our attacking players this season. Having been
unable to make an impression in pre-season, Hilssner is
starting the campaign some distance behind his
competition for a starting role.

Position Map

While it isn’t necessarily essential for the team that
Hilssner makes a big impact, he occupies a space in the
squad that could be filled by someone who could. While
he has time to prove himself, it hasn’t been a great start
to life at Coventry City for the German.

Career History
2013-16 – Werder Bremen II 78 (19)
2015-16 – Werder Bremen 1 (0)
2016-17 – Dynamo Dresden 8 (0)
2017-19 – Hansa Rostock 39 (6)
2019-20 – Paderborn 0 (0)
2020 – Hallescher (Loan) 14 (2)
2020-Present – Coventry City 0 (0)
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Wesley

10

Jobello
At Club Since: Summer 2019
There was plenty of excitement around Wesley Jobello
this time last year after a handful of decent pre-season
performances, however, due to an unfortunate and
serious injury, we never quite found out whether that
excitement was justified.
Jobello was still finding his feet in those ten league
appearances he made at the start of last season. A return
of one goal and one assist for a wide forward wasn’t
exactly impressive, but neither were his performances
particularly awful.

Last Season
Appearances

10

Starts

10

Minutes

783

Goals

1

Assists

1

A wing-hugging wide man who loves to hammer in cross
after cross, the reason to doubt Wesley Jobello is whether
there was the end product to justify his inclusion in the
side as part of a front three.
With the team having moved to a system that doesn’t
require an orthodox winger such as Jobello, his task in
returning to the first-team appears that bit more difficult.
The closest-fit position for Jobello’s style of play is
possibly as a wing-back, but it seems unlikely Mark
Robins will take a punt on Jobello there when we have a
perfectly capable player in that position in Fankaty Dabo.

Position Map

However, just because there currently isn’t a Wesley
Jobello-shaped hole in the team now doesn’t mean there
will never be. With the player recovering from a longterm injury, it allows him to bide his time and wait for
that potential opportunity to present itself further down
the line.

Career History
2012-14 – Olympique Marseille 1 (0)
2015-17 – Clermont Foot 53 (5)
2017-19 – Gazelec Ajaccio 61 (4)
2019-Present – Coventry City 10 (1)
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Jodi

7

Jones
At Club Since: March 2016
The longest-serving player at the club, the majority of
Jones’ four-and-a-half years at Coventry City has now
been spent recovering from injury.
Just before that cruel blow in November of 2018, Jodi
Jones was the stand-out player for both the team and
League Two as a whole. Having initially looked a skilful
wide player lacking in end product, Jones’ addition of a
killer touch made him a devastating player.

Last Season
Appearances

0

Starts

0

Minutes

0

Goals

0

Assists

0

While he was once the star player in this team, there is
understandably little pressure on Jones to reclaim that
status in the side. A successful campaign for the player
will probably be making 15-20 appearances and
becoming confident again in his physical state.
Although the current system doesn’t require a winger,
Jodi Jones has shown touches of possessing the poise and
technical ability to operate in a central role. Having
possibly lost some pace after those injuries, a potential
adjustment in position could help reinvent Jones.

Position Map

Having scored a couple of excellent goals in pre-season,
the optimism around Jodi Jones’ ability to make a
contribution this season has risen considerably. While
expectations have to be tempered with Jones considering
those injury issues, he is potentially an ace up Mark
Robins’ sleeve.
Any kind of contribution from Jodi Jones this season
would be especially sweet to see.

Career History
2015-16 – Dagenham & Redbridge 35 (4)
2016-Present – Coventry City 61 (6)
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Gervane

33

Kastaneer
At Club Since: Summer 2019
Someone who could potentially have been an individual
match-winner for the team, Gervane Kastaneer made
himself the luxury player Mark Robins was able to do
without.
Possessing a strange combination of both technical skill
and burly upper-body strength, Kastaneer is a supremely
selfish footballer. While he has a willingness to take the
game by the scruff of the neck, he plays with seemingly
zero awareness of his team-mates.

Last Season
Appearances

10

Starts

1

Minutes

191

Goals

1

Assists

0

Kastaneer’s time at Coventry City is likely to be
remembered for that two-game spell last August where
he scored a fantastic goal to seal a win over Bristol
Rovers, before getting himself sent-off three days later
within ten minutes of coming off the bench.
It wasn’t that red card that has seemingly ended
Kastaneer’s time at Coventry City, it was a lack of a final
product to make it worth putting up with. To play like
Kastaneer does, you need to produce something special
almost every time you play to justify it.

Position Map

Having had minimal involvement in our pre-season
preparations, Gervane Kastaneer is currently on trial in
the Netherlands as he looks to secure a move away from
the club. Any slim hopes of redemption for Kastaneer
look to have ended before the second year of this threeyear contract has started.

Career History
2012-13 – Dordrecht 3 (0)
2013-17 – ADO Den Haag 27 (5)
2016 – FC Eindhoven (Loan) 14 (4)
2017-18 – Kaiserslautern 10 (1)
2017-18 – Kaiserslautern II 3 (0)
2018-19 – NAC Breda 21 (2)
2019-Present – Coventry City 10 (1)
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Amadou

20

Bakayoko
At Club Since: Summer 2018
Amadou Bakayoko was surprisingly retained this summer
as the club geared up for life in the Championship. While
he couldn’t be accused of a lack of effort in a Coventry
City shirt, it is a lack of a killer instinct that is his
shortcoming as a centre-forward.
That said, there is a logic in having retained Bakayoko. As
a willing worker who offers mobility and a physical
presence in attack, he could have a role to play this
season in either wearing opposing defenders down as a
starter or punishing tired legs as a substitute.

Last Season
Appearances

23

Starts

11

Minutes

1,055

Goals

4

Assists

0

Bakayoko has a lot to offer the side, however, it’s hard to
see him leading the line on his own this season. As a
potential facilitator for either Matt Godden or Tyler
Walker could be where he makes himself useful.
The hope with keeping Bakayoko around is that he might
come good as a goalscorer given a little extra time. He is
still relatively young and if he could add that goal threat
to his game, he is a one-man attacking unit. It’s a case of
how long Mark Robins is willing to wait for the real
Bakayoko to stand up.

Position Map

This year seems to be Amadou Bakayoko’s last chance to
prove he has the ability to convert his raw attributes into
a genuine threat. Opportunities are likely to be in shorter
supply this season, but if he can approach those chances
with the willingness he puts into chasing down
defenders, he could have a useful role to play this year.

Career History
2013-18 – Walsall 93 (9)
2014-15 – Southport (Loan) 11 (2)
2015 – Telford United (Loan) 6 (0)
2016 – Worcester City (Loan) 9 (3)
2018-Present – Coventry City 54 (11)
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Maxime

9

Biamou
At Club Since: Summer 2017
A cult hero at Coventry City for his role in our League
Two promotion-winning campaign – as well as a
penchant for scoring spectacular goals – Maxime Biamou
is starting to look like the odd man out in attack.
Having been seen as a hard-working target-man who
struggled to convince in front of goal, a serious injury
two years ago seemingly allowed Maxime Biamou to
reinvent himself as more of a goal threat, albeit, possibly
at the cost of his all-round game.
Having shown last year that he can score fairly reliably,
Maxime Biamou could have a useful role to play as part of
the rotation of centre-forwards, however, the retaining of
Amadou Bakayoko suggests that Mark Robins prefers
more mobility as back-up to both Tyler Walker and Matt
Godden.
As a result, it is looking increasingly likely that Maxime
Biamou will be allowed to move on. Sentiment aside, this
would be a shame as he is someone who could still has
something to offer the team at Championship level.

Last Season
Appearances

17

Starts

5

Minutes

654

Goals

4

Assists

1

Position Map

It would be typical of Mark Robins’ ruthless approach for
a player so beloved by the fans such as Maxime Biamou
to be allowed to go. It might even be good for the player
to go somewhere he can be the main man and
demonstrate his newfound confidence as a goalscorer.

Career History
2014-15 – Villemomble Sports 15 (3)
2015-16 – Yzeure 30 (6)
2016-17 – Sutton United 39 (10)
2017-Present – Coventry City 62 (9)
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Matt

24

Godden
At Club Since: Summer 2019
The man signed to score the goals to win us promotion,
Matt Godden did exactly that last year.
While Godden’s form in front of goal was streaky, the
goals that he did score tended to be at crucial moments in
the campaign against our League One promotion rivals.
Having done his job last year, the question is whether he
is the striker who can carry us forward in the
Championship.

Last Season
Appearances

26

Starts

22

Minutes

1,970

Goals

14

Assists

2

The signing of Tyler Walker alleviates the pressure on
Godden to be the go-to man for goals and allows Mark
Robins to manage Godden’s patches of form. For the
player, it sets the challenge to prove that he can be the
team’s best striker.
Godden’s primary function in the team last season was to
round moves off and have as little involvement in the
build-up play as possible. Against a higher-quality of
opponent, we may need our centre-forward to offer a
more in terms of either hold-up play or the ability to
stretch teams by running in behind.

Position Map

However, the dynamic of the team last season may have
obscured the prodigious work-rate that Godden had
typically been associated with prior to his arrival at
Coventry City. With the possible benefit of playing with a
strike partner, Godden role this season may not just be
about being that alternative goalscorer to Tyler Walker
but as someone who can help facilitate the scoring of the
players around him.
Career History
2009-14 – Scunthorpe United 18 (0)
2009 – Brigg Town (Loan) 20 (9)
2009-10 – Ilkeston Town (Loan) 5
(1)
2012 – Gainsborough Trinity (Loan)
12 (2)
2012-13 – Ebbsfleet United (Loan)
10 (5)
2013 – Dartford (Loan) 9 (5)
2014 – Tamworth (Loan) 10 (5)
2014-16 – Ebbsfleet United 70 (35)
The2016-18
Sideways
Sammy
2020-21
– Stevenage
76 (30)
2018-19 – Peterborough United 38
(14)
2019-Present – Coventry City 26

2013 – Dartford (Loan) 9 (5)
2014 – Tamworth (Loan) 10 (5)
2014-16 – Ebbsfleet United 70 (35)
2016-18 – Stevenage 76 (30)
2018-19 – Peterborough United 38
(14)
2019-Present – Coventry City 26
(14)
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Tyler

19

Walker

Key
Player

At Club Since: Summer 2020

Last Season
Appearances

26

Starts

27

Minutes

2,408

Goals

15

Assists

3

The failure to secure Tyler Walker as our primary striker
target last season may have helped us land the former
Nottingham Forest youngster on a long-term basis this
summer.
Not only did our back-up choice, Matt Godden, score the
goals that led us to promotion but Walker’s recall during
the loan stint he went on with Lincoln City could have
seriously derailed our promotion bid had he signed with
us last year.
Instead, we’re getting a striker who has shown he is
ready for Championship football, and on a permanent
deal. Like our other signings, there is no guarantee that
Walker will perform strongly at Championship level, but
he arrives with the strongest track record.

Position Map

Tall, pacey and an excellent finisher who has scored
freely over the past two seasons during loan stints with
Mansfield Town and Lincoln City, Tyler Walker is the
first in-form goalscorer that we’ve signed in a long time –
possibly since that of Leon Clarke in 2013.
While there are no guarantees that Walker will be able to
translate that form at Coventry City, the onus is on Mark
Robins and our creative players to ensure that Walker
has every opportunity to thrive in our team.
As a centre-forward, Walker’s physical attributes mean
that he can occupy defences outside of the penalty area
but it’s fair to say that his best work is done in the box.

Career History
2015-20 – Nottingham Forest 40 (5)
2016 – Burton Albion (Loan) 6 (1)
2016-17 – Stevenage (Loan) 8(3)
2017 – Port Vale (Loan) 6(2)
2018 – Bolton Wanderers (Loan) 5 (0)
2018-19 – Mansfield Town (Loan) 44(22)
2019-20 – Lincoln City 29 (14)
2020-Present – Coventry City 0(0)
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Tyler Walker epitomises the club’s transfer policy over
the summer, investing in young and improving players
who are just about ready for Championship football and
can quickly develop into serious assets for the club while
simultaneously dragging us forward.
For this season, Tyler Walker’s value will be in the goals
he scores to help keep us in the division. Whether he is
sold at a later date or continues to improve will be what
help takes this club to that next level over the longerterm and looking to thrive, rather than merely survive, in
the second-tier.

The Scorer

As such, it is about ensuring he has the movement and
service around him to create the space and opportunities
for him to flourish.
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Young Players To Watch
Blaine Rowe – Position: RB
With a possible vacancy in the first-team at right wing-back for at least the first few weeks of
the season, Blaine Rowe is the most natural candidate for that position from the youth ranks.
Having had a few run-outs in pre-season in that role, Rowe has looked an athletic and
generally adept presence in the side. While there is a rawness to his game, Rowe appears to be
a willing runner for the team, which will help the side keep its shape. Having played relatively
little football at even under-23 level, it would be monumental step-up for the youngster, but it’s
also potentially a fantastic opportunity for Rowe to make a name for himself.

Joe Newton – Position: LB
A young left-back brought in from non-league, Joe Newton has established himself as a
tenacious presence on the left side of the under-23 team while providing energy running
forward at the other end of the pitch. There is a reasonable amount of optimism that Newton
has a lot of the requirements to eventually make the step up, although his lack of involvement
in pre-season suggests that there isn’t yet a vacancy for him at first-team level. Another year
playing regularly at under-23 level provides Newton with the opportunity to round off his
game and look to put pressure on Ryan Giles and Brandon Mason for a spot in the side as the
season progresses.

Jack Burroughs – Position: W/CM/RB
A Scotland youth international, Jack Burroughs has had to reinvent himself a little bit over the
past year, having initially looked to be developing into an attacking midfielder. Moved into a
wide position a year or so ago, Burroughs played a lot of his football last season for the under23s at right-back due to a shortage of options in that position. While this appeared to stall his
development, it has allowed Jack Burroughs to be more involved with the senior team in preseason than he otherwise might have been, due to the injuries to Fankaty Dabo and Julien
Dacosta at right wing-back. As a naturally attack-minded player, Burroughs provided plenty of
energy in the position, whether his defending is good enough is yet to be examined.

Will Bapaga – Position: W/ST
Having made his league debut over 12 months ago, Will Bapaga has had something of an up
and down period since then. While he has shown promise whenever involved with the firstteam, Bapaga has yet to fully establish himself with the under-23 side. A quick and skilful
dribbler of the ball, Bapaga is someone who easily catches the eye, however, it’s the end
product that is in need of development. That ability to beat players and drive forward with the
ball should hold him in good stead, but he has a tendency to play with his head down, which
can see him hold onto the ball for slightly too long. At 17 years old, he has plenty of time to
round off his game, this may be a year or two too soon for first-team involvement for him.
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Coventry City

Division Ave.

Squad Size

30

27

=5th

Average
Age

24.4

26.1

21st

Apps 19/20

554

622

17th

Goals
19/20

62

60

10th

Squad
Turnover

13

14

=13th

Rank
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Mark Robins
Coventry City
Record
Matches

202

Wins

93

Draws

49

Defeats

60

Win%

46.0

Career History
2007-09 – Rotherham United
2009-11 – Barnsley
2012-13 – Coventry City
2013-14 – Huddersfield Town
2014-16 – Scunthorpe United
2017-Present – Coventry City

In achieving his second promotion with the club, the discussion
with Mark Robins has moved from focusing on just the job he
has done since his return and onto just where he ranks among
the all-time Coventry City managers.
In terms of win percentage and achievements, Mark Robins is
right up there. The only thing that goes against his record at
Coventry City thus far is that he has done it outside the top two
divisions.
Nonetheless, and while this might be an indictment of the
paucity of achievement in this club’s history, it’s only really the
1987 FA Cup triumph and the run into the top-flight under
Jimmy Hill that rank as moments of glory above what Mark
Robins delivered over the past three-and-a-half years.
As we head into a first season back in the second-tier since
2012, it is hard to see what Mark Robins could do to tarnish the
legacy he has already built. While there is a belief that this club
belongs at Championship level, the financial disparity we suffer
against the rest of the division and the poor track record of
promoted League One clubs in recent years means Robins isn’t
dealing with a weight of expectation this season. Add in the fact
the club is not playing in Coventry, it would have to be a pretty
grim season for Mark Robins to find himself under pressure
this year.
Whether Mark Robins sees things the same way will define this
campaign. Despite often portraying himself as a realist, it has
been Robins’ ambition and drive that has taken the club from a
death spiral into non-league back into the second-tier.
From adding the experience and quality to get the club out of
League Two at the first attempt, then evolving the team into a
younger, more progressive unit to get out of League One, Mark
Robins has constantly striven for better and been able to
achieve it.
Mark Robins might be reluctant to make bold claims, but it
wouldn’t surprise me if he had greater ambitions this season
than simply staying up. At the very least, I don’t think he will be
content with sticking 11 men behind the ball every week in
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order to hold grimly onto any point we can
get. There will be an identifiable approach to
our play this season, even if it’s not quite the
same as last year.
That is the most curious thing about Mark
Robins’ revival of Coventry City – it hasn’t
been down to sticking to just one approach.
The players and style of play have changed
quite drastically between each of the three
full seasons he’s been in charge, yet there has
remained a sense of a trajectory.
The only reason to doubt Mark Robins
heading into this season is his relatively
uninspiring record at this level with other
clubs. However, he appears to be a different
manager than the one who was sacked by
Scunthorpe United in 2016.
Whereas before, he was very much focused
on building from a solid defence and largely
relied upon players he knew, he has opened
himself up to input from trusted assistants,
such as Adi Viveash (assistant manager),
along with Tommy Widdrington and Chris
Badlan (the former and current heads of
recruitment). This has seen him adopt a
progressive, possession-based style of play
and look further afield for players.

other manager would have been content with
mid-table last year, not Mark Robins.
It is hard to see just what could shake that
self-belief, but a difficult season at a level
where teams have far more financial
resources than he has to work with perhaps
could do so. The most worrying thing to come
out of this season wouldn’t necessarily be
relegation but a sense that Mark Robins has
lost an element of belief in himself.
Mark Robins is the figurehead manager that
Coventry City had been in need of for a longtime. He has grabbed this club by the collar
and dragged it to a level many would have
thought would have been impossible even a
year ago.
While Mark Robins has earned the right for
what is potentially something of a free-hit of
a season, it should be clear to anyone around
the club at this stage that he is not the kind of
manager who’d be content with believing
that there is nothing to achieve this
campaign.

Despite incorporating ideas from those
around him, there has remained a Mark
Robins imprint on the team. That focus on
keeping things tight at the back has
remained, with each member of the team
being aware of their jobs. With the only
exception of Bright Enobakhare during his
short stint at the club, anyone who doesn’t
quite fit into that team ethic has been quickly
taken out of contention. It belies a steely selfbelief that Mark Robins has in what he’s
doing.
Any other manager could have found it
impossible to reverse the losing mentality at
the club back in 2017, not Mark Robins. Any
other manager would have made our exile to
Birmingham an excuse, not Mark Robins. Any
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Tactical
Preview
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3-4-2-1
The formation that won us promotion last year,
every indication at this stage is that Mark Robins
will persist with this system heading into the new
season.
The benefit of the shape is that it packs bodies
into the centre of the pitch, which helps the team
hold onto possession while simultaneously
making it difficult for opponents to play through
us.
While it has proven an effective system, the
downside is a lack of natural width. This can
make it difficult for the team to stretch the
opposition if the wing-backs get shut down.
Furthermore, it can leave the team without a
natural out-ball to relieve pressure when
opponents pen us in.
The concern is that against a higher-quality of
opponent, we lose that control of the centre of the
pitch and could struggle to string counter-attacks
together.
Crucial in this system this season will be the
ability of Liam Kelly and Gustavo Hamer to assert
themselves in the midfield battle. Additionally,
the ability of the two most advanced midfielders
and the wing-backs to drive at the opposition and
provide support and service for either Tyler
Walker or Matt Godden will be crucial in adding
teeth to our attack.

Missing Pieces
None

Excess Players
Maxime Biamou
Wesley Jobello
Maxime Biamou

While it is sensible stick with a system that has
proven effective with largely the same group of
players as the current squad, it may have been a
shape that worked as a result of a set of
circumstances that may be different at a higherlevel.
The question then is whether Mark Robins has
done the appropriate preparation for a plan B.
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3-4-1-2
A system that Mark Robins utilised a few times
last season, a 3-4-1-2 would cause little
disruption, simply replacing an attacking
midfielder with a centre-forward.
Most obviously, this would provide the benefit of
theoretically adding to our attacking power by
playing with a strike pairing. With both Tyler
Walker and Matt Godden not necessarily suited to
playing as lone front-men, a strike pairing of the
two could allow both to flourish.
It’s not just an attack-minded move, having that
extra presence up front could help relieve the
pressure on the defence by providing an extra
target to aim for as an out-ball, penning the
opposition back a little to cover for that additional
presence we would have further up the pitch.
The downside is that there is a risk of a
bifurcation of the team between the back seven –
including the two central midfielders – and the
front three. The wing-backs and central
midfielders have to cover a lot of ground in
preventing that front three from getting isolated.
Furthermore, at least two members of that front
three needs to do their defensive job to prevent
the defence getting overwhelmed, particularly in
wide areas.

Missing Pieces
N/A

Excess Players
Marcel Hilssner

The ability to move from defence to attack
quicker could potentially make this a more
effective system to utilise than the 3-4-2-1 against
a higher quality of opponent. It could all depend
on the ability of Tyler Walker and Matt Godden to
score the goals to justify losing an element of
defensive stability.

Josh Eccles
Jordon Thompson
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4-3-3
If the team is to move away from a back three
system, a 4-3-3 is probably the most sensible use
of the current squad.
With an abundance of orthodox central
midfielders and a deficit of natural number 10s –
with Callum O’Hare the closest thing to one in the
squad – a 4-3-3 makes more sense than a 4-2-3-1.
Still, it is not quite a comfortable fit with the
resources Mark Robins has at his command.
Having signed a left wing-back in Ryan Giles who
is more naturally a winger, there could be space
for opponents to exploit on the left side of the
defence were the Wolves loanee utilised there.
Similarly, on the right-side, Fankaty Dabo is more
naturally a wing-back than full-back.
In attack, the doubt is whether there are enough
goals beyond the centre-forward to make it worth
sacrificing a considerable amount of defensive
stability. In particular, it is hard to see too many
of our potential wide options in a front three who
could be genuine difference makers at
Championship level.
To make this system work, the defence would
have to quickly develop an understanding as a
four, while we would be hoping that one or two of
our attacking players could become reliable in
front of goal in a way they haven’t been in their
careers thus far.

Missing Pieces
A goalscoring wide
forward

Excess Players
Maxime Biamou
Wesley Jobello

While these are similar to the concerns we are
facing as a result of stepping up to the
Championship, it is clear that this squad has been
built around playing with a back three and any
change to the system would result in considerable
upheaval.

The under-23
centre-backs
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Predictions
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Pos

Team

1

Brentford

2

Watford

3

Bournemouth

4

Stoke City

5

Norwich City

6

Millwall

7

Derby County

8

Blackburn Rovers

9

Barnsley

10

Swansea City

11

Bristol City

12

Cardiff City

13

Preston North End

14

Nottingham Forest

15

Luton Town

16

Coventry City

17

Middlesbrough

18

Rotherham United

19

Birmingham City

20

Queens Park Rangers

21

Sheffield Wednesday

22

Wycombe Wanderers

23

Huddersfield Town

24

Reading

Championship Predictions
It may not be the boldest
thing to predict, but the
three relegated sides from
the top-flight seem in
good shape to bounce
back this season.
Depending on how many
players they keep,
Watford and
Bournemouth possess
squads who could be
capable of attaining midtable in the Premier
League. The doubt with
both is over their
managers.
Norwich City also look
strong but are not quite at
the level of the other two
relegated teams.
Of last season’s
Championship, Brentford
seem in a strong position
to compete for promotion
again. Meanwhile, Stoke
City have a manager in
Michael O’Neill who may
be the best in the division
and seems capable of
turning the club around.
In contention for the playoffs, Derby County and
Blackburn Rovers could
be dangerous on their day
but perhaps lack the nous
to get into the top six. It
leaves the division open to
a potential surprise
package, with Millwall
and Barnsley the prime
candidates for such status.

Swansea City, Bristol
City, Cardiff City and
Preston North End will
also be in the hunt for the
top six but aren’t quite
well-rounded enough to
fully convince.
Nottingham Forest may
seem surprisingly low
down in my predicted
table, however I foresee
another campaign of
upheaval if they start
slowly.
Luton Town, Coventry
City and Rotherham
United are the smaller
clubs capable of knocking
some noses out of joint
this season but may be
lacking the strength in
depth to pull too far away
from the relegation zone.
Middlesbrough,
Birmingham City and
Queens Park Rangers
have some work to do in
the transfer market before
they can aspire too far
above safety.
With Huddersfield Town
and Reading looking
incredibly unstable offthe-pitch, I can see it
being between Sheffield
Wednesday and
Wycombe Wanderers for
that final relegation place.
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How Will We Do?
The first task this season will be getting up to
speed with Championship football. Although I
would warn against reading too much into
two one-off games last year, the FA Cup ties
against Birmingham City demonstrated that
while we have a set of players who can
compete at this level, the question mark is
whether we have the quality at either end of
the pitch to make that competitiveness count.
The first few games of this season are likely
to be about our players getting used to the
speed with which games of football are
played at in the Championship. I can imagine
that Mark Robins will initially want to keep
things relatively tight in order to ensure that
confidence doesn’t dip early on and the points
can start to accrue.
We are likely to have less of the ball this
season, which is going to put our defence
under a lot more pressure than they had
grown accustomed to last season. While we
saw that the defensive unit began to relish
soaking up pressure in the bigger games
towards the end of last year, doing so on a
weekly basis will provide a sterner test of our
credentials at the back.
This is could well be a career-defining season
for Marko Marosi in goal. Having sailed
through last year with relative assurance, the
fundamentals of his goalkeeping skills are
likely to be tested more consistently this year.
While he is confident with the ball at his feet,
his tendency to dwell on the ball slightly
could be put under pressure.
Just how good a goalkeeper Marko Marosi is,
I’m unsure of at the moment. With a back-up
in Ben Wilson unlikely to put his place in the
side under pressure, there is a lot resting on
him to make the step up.

Ahead of Marosi, the addition of Leo Ostigard
to our ranks of central defenders appears to
be a proactive move from Mark Robins to
cover the eventuality that Kyle McFadzean
could struggle at Championship level.
While McFadzean’s lack of pace is a concern,
his experience will still have a value for the
team this year. For Mark Robins, it’s about
picking and choosing the occasions where
McFadzean can be most effective.
In general, central defence looks to be the
strongest area of the team, with Dominic
Hyam, Michael Rose and Leo Ostigard players
who should be reasonably comfortable in the
Championship.
At right-back, a seemingly serious injury to
Julien Dacosta means that there is little cover
for Fankaty Dabo – who begins the season
injured himself. That said, provided Dabo
suffers no further injury issues, he is another
he should take well to life in the
Championship. Josh Pask offers solid cover
for Dabo, although it has become apparent
over the course of pre-season that he is not a
comfortable option at right wing-back.
On the other side, Mark Robins appears to be
putting a lot of faith in Ryan Giles being able
to develop the defensive side of his game
enough to be effective from left wing-back.
The Wolves loanee’s pace and skill driving
forward could be an asset for the side, but the
concern is his defensive deficiencies could
make him a weak point.
Brandon Mason seems a reasonable deputy to
have for Ryan Giles at left wing-back, but his
lack of involvement in pre-season suggests
that it’s going to be difficult for him to work
his way back into first-team contention.
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Whether he is a Championship-quality option
at left-back is impossible to tell at this
juncture.
In central midfield, Liam Kelly remains the
lynchpin of this side. While the addition of
Ben Sheaf appears to be with a view to Kelly
being evolved out of the side, the captain’s
experience and defensive nous could be vital
in what is otherwise a young side lacking in
Championship experience.
Kelly is likely to be partnered by Gustavo
Hamer in the centre of the park. The
technical quality with the Dutchman has been
clear to see, although his recklessness in the
challenge seems likely to cause him and the
team some problems if he can’t get up to
speed with Championship football.
As such, the signing of Ben Sheaf not only
provides cover for Liam Kelly but he is a ballplaying midfielder who can provide insurance
against Hamer struggling with English
football. Behind those three, Jordan Shipley
and Josh Eccles seem able-enough cover.
Further forward, getting goals and creativity
out of our attack-minded midfielders could be
crucial. Jamie Allen and Callum O’Hare are
both prodigious workers who could be
valuable in preventing opponents getting into
a passing rhythm, but neither have shown
the consistent quality in their end product yet
to suggest they could be genuine difference
makers in the second-tier.
With Jodi Jones, Marcel Hilssner, Jordan
Shipley the back-ups in those positions, this
could well be the remaining area of the team
Mark Robins will look to add to before the
end of the transfer window.
Up front, the addition of Tyler Walker takes
the burden off Matt Godden to be our main
goalscorer. The duo could well end up in a
strike partnership – although, whether they
are prolific enough at Championship level to
make up for disrupting the defensive shape of

the team remains to be seen. At the very
least, having another goalscorer in Walker
should help Robins manage Matt Godden
through the peaks and troughs of confidence
he experiences.
Amadou Bakayoko’s energy and physical
attributes could make him a useful third
option to have as both competition and a late
game-killing substitute. Maxime Biamou’s
lack of mobility looks to have made him the
odd man out in attack.
Overall, it’s hard to identify too many areas
of the squad that are likely to look completely
out of place in the Championship. The
concern is whether we have enough genuine
difference-makers who can provide the
moments of quality required to convert
competitive performances into points.
While the signings of Gustavo Hamer and
Tyler Walker in particular have added a sense
of optimism, the lack of Championship
experience in those two players underlines
the biggest shortcoming in this squad.
As such, it feels important that the team gets
a few wins on the board early on in order to
demonstrate to itself that it belongs at this
level. It’s easy to feel pessimistic about the
recent record of clubs promoted to this level,
if the players don’t feel they belong it could
become a self-fulfilling prophesy.
The main reason to believe in our prospects
this season is Mark Robins. Possessing both a
vision and a pragmatism, our manager has
shown he can change things up as and when
required to go with implementing a
progressive style of play.
With several Championship clubs struggling
to improve their squads as a result of the
pandemic, promotion may have come at an
ideal time to allow us to compete at this level.
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